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German Cruiser Karslruhe Sinlm 12 British
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TRIES MRS.CARMAN IS A WILL CARRANZA'!

MAKE BRITISH

IN VAIN TO

DANGEROUS

CLOSE

WITNESS FOR
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ADJOURNMENT
HEADED
THEIR EFFORTS IN FRANCE AND FINAL
OFF BY PARLIAMENTARY
BELGIUM IMPROVE WITH
TACTICS
NEW ARRIVALS

PROMISE HOLD

DEFENSE

GOOD?

ACCUSED
WOMAN
STANDS
DEAL OF CROSS EXAMINATION WITH FORTITUDE

OR-

PEACE IN MEXICO WILL BE
SURED IF HE ABIDES BY
CONVENTION
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ports would be a disaster.
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sufficiently wide 'to net both the
man cruiser Emden, in Indian waters, WHILE THEY HAVE WON NO DE- WILSON MAY DECLARE LEGISLA- SHE SAYS SHE DOES NOT KNOW VARIOUS FACTIONS IN THE REWHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR
TIVE DEPARTMENT'S SESCISIVE VICTORIES, THEY
PUBLIC ANXIOUS TO PATCH
and the equally successful Karlsruhe.
CONFIDENT
MRS. BAILEY'S DE.-.T-H
ENDED
SION
ARE
GRIEVANCES
AND
Reinforced
Germans
A dispatch from Paris to Reuters'
Telgram company says that according
IS THE CAUSE WAS JEALOUS OF HUSBAND INDIANS
MAKE AN ATTACK
IS PREPARATORY FILIBUSTER
to trustworthy accounts received at
the French capital this morning fresh
troops brought up by Germans have OPERATIONS
SAYS STORIES REACHING
AND
LEGISLATORS
GOING FOR- SENATORS
HER YAQUIS, IN ASSAULT UPON GENAR,E
enabled them to deliver attacks with
WANTING COTTON RELIEF
WERE THAT HE WAS NOT
ERAL
WARD ALONQ PLANS OF
HILL, FIRE ACROSS
increased vigor on the French right
TRUE TO HER
ARE ITS SPONSORS
TREMENDOUS SCOPE
BOUNDARY LINE
Match- wing, where the battle has been of a
ding-doncharacter, with alternate
Mineola, N. Y., Oct. 23, Mrs. Flor
London, Oct. 21 -- The official inforWashington, Oct. 23. All efforts to
Washington, Oct. 23. The Mexkuu
gains and losses.
mation bureau has riven out another adjourn congress sine die failed again ence Conklin Carman, on trial as the national convention at Aguas Calif-account by an eye witness of recent
alleged murder of Mrs. Louise Bailey, tea is still in session, according to c,i
today and the house and senate, by adThe French Statement
passed through the bitter ordeal of fielal reports today to the state de
operations. This k-- ii il U dated Ocnoon
to
over
tomorrow, put cross examination
Paris, Oct. 23.. The official an tober 17 and explains that with the journing
of give and
Border dispatches lm& detp(ray. Her story, partment.
.. The Germans and the allies continue their desperate game
nouncement given out at the war of arrival of reinforc i rK th British off the end of the session at least
claim-in- g
denying all participation in the crime, clared the convention had adjourn? ;
take in west Flanders and northwestern France today, neither side
fice this aftrnoon says:
:
day. Talk of President Wilson was unchanged. When she had conhave been ablo to f1'
towb promi
Agents of the state department sail
a decisive advantage.
'On our left wing the very consid
formex
force
naval
In
"
British
nentthe
Kivmint
pert, wlt
French warships are said to have joined
exercising his executive privilege and cluded members of her household fol that only routine business was 'bo in.;
erable Cerraan forces'," whose presence tension 'to the nofiiwaid which has
German reinforcements are
in tf- - lowed her to the stand and swore that transacted while tha delegates- a wait-- .
aji uirniug cougii.a wiis
ing the extreme left of the allies, and fresh
was reported yesterday, have continu- thrown British
have
of
ed the return of General Felipe Au
hostilities
to
Franco- - ficial
the
since
the
Not
opening
troops
- what she had testified'. to was true.
up.
materialcoming
constantly
reported
circles, but nothing
ed violent attacks in the entire region Belgian border.
had gone outh to. In he
matched.
been
so
to
gelea.'wlro
have
evenly
Sarah Conklin, Mrs. Ida Powell,
the warring forces appeared
zed.
between the sea and the canal of La
the
delegates and Gejserula
Zapata
state
this
Miss
The allied warcraTt in the Straits of Dover are shelling the German
till
Elizabeth
says
recently,"
"Up
Carmen, mother, sister,
Probabilities that President Wilson
Bassee.
OLregon and Blanco, who had gone
land forces. The alone
one
ment, "extension northward has been would
affirmed
daughter,
her
by
right without stopping the onslaughts of the German
constitutional
his
exercise
to Mexico City, to convince General
'Generally speaking the situation of carried out
lied armies have gained ground at several points ad have been forced to
by the French alone." The power and adjourn congress, inasmuch story that she was in bed when the
allied forces has been maintained.
the
, i,,
shot was fired; that she donned kimo Carranza of the futility of questionnarrative oes on to explain that there as
fall back at others.
congress itself is unable to agree
If the allies had to yield at certain
beare
attacks
violent
statement
official
western
two
says
in
the
have been actions
no and slippers, went down stairs into ing the authority of the convention.
This afternoon's French
were hopeful that tha
points they have advanced at others. theaters of the war from Nleuport on ending the session, were considered the
to Cana(; La
from
sea
line
the
the
all
the
Germans
made
along
waiting room, leaned for a minute The delegates
by
ing
by administration leaders after
today
The
has
also
evidenced
would
enemy
be adjusted soon.
great
situation
..
or two against the mantelpiece and
south and along the Ainse, and con the
Bassee.
president had conferred with
In the region of Arras1 and on
Mexico depends not so
in
Peace
activity
In
of
Arrae
blows
the
region
delivered
have
then
heavy
tinues:
also
returned
to
room.
The Germans
her
Speaker Clark and Senators Kern and
the River Somme. To the north and
much on the convention as CarrauzVa
and on the River Somme. Generally the allies have held their own, though to
theaters the results Overman.
both
these
"la
Elizabeth
testified "that willingness to abide Jiy its actions, it
we
south
of
have
stream
this
the
to
and
the
north
have
progressed
pushed back from some positions. They
attained, without being in any way r. Speaker Clark said he was sure both she, too, went down the stairs behind
is believed.
particularly in the region
south of the River Somme and In the regions of Verdun and Pont au Mous. progressed,
have been entirely satisfac- houses, now
decisive,
without a quorum, her mother, stayed there but a moof Rosier.es.
sitting
so.n
in furtherance of the general would be unable to agree on,
adjourn ment, returned in a minute or two
'In Sauterre, In the region of Ver tory
Will Move Battleline
The Germans appear to be making a new effort with new organization
which the allied armies are ment, and he believed the country and went into her mother's room.
scheme
dun and In the region of Pont Au
23. Governor
Oct.
Washington,
out in
between the North sea and the 0i6sn
would endorse such action by the
"My mother was there," she said.
Mousson we have had, some partial earning
Sonora
the
insurgent doMaytoren.a,
new
a
to
have
Impulse
given
Paris learns officially that fresh troops
"In the southern of the two spheres president. In the senate there was a
Against the testimony of tho Car- ing battle with forces of CarraJi5:a opsuccesses.
the German "attack on the French right wing.
"Oa the rest of the front there is on the Aisne our right wing has been possibility that the filibuster of sen man household the state has the evi- posite Naco, Ariz., according to a reRussian advices continue to Insist that the German advance on Wari
maintaining its pressure without ac- ators from the cotton states might be dence of Celia Coleman, negro maid port from Brigadier General Bliss to
to report.
saw has been turned Into a retreat. It is admitted, however, that Germans nothing
'To sum up: The enemy appeal's tually moving forward, while in the abandoned, but in the house those of all work in Mrs. Carman's home, and Secretary Garrison today, has promisand Austrians still hold the Vistula south of the Pilica river. Berlir and to be
our left wing has adchampions of cotton relief were re Frank Farrell, former railroad engi ed to move his battleline six miles
undertaking, anong the major northern sphere
Vienna report Austrian successes south of Przemysl.
considerable
distance in the ported ready to block adjournment neer. Celia testified Mrs. Carman from the border in order to stop th
vanced
a
beand
of
the
front
,
part
particularly
The fast German cruiser Karlsruhe has become a rival of the German
went out of the kitchen a short time firing into Arizona. Stray shots from
resolutions on a point of no quorum.
tween the North sea and Oise, a new face of opposition,
cruiser Emden as a destroyer of the, enemy's merchant vessels. Word
inbefore the shot was fired, reappeared across the border have already killeil
Aisne
since
the
"On
the
made
repulse
use
of
up
effort,
corps
making
comes from the Canary Islands that the Karlsruhe has sunk 12 British mera few seconds after it was fired, pro- and wounded several American troop-era- "
of new organizations. These are com flicted on the enemy on the night of
chantmen in the Atlantic.
Ariff riviliflrts
posed of men recently nlisted, some October 10, there has been no serious large numbers of maciiih'e 'guns, and duced a revolver from the iolds of her
A dispatch from Peking says that a German torpedo boat destroyer,
kimono
than
and
"I
said:
action
and
shot
him."
mid
Jess
of
them
of
bodies
others
of
artillery
and
with
others
fighting
young
infantry.
very
alwas
larger
a
captured by
warship of the
which escaped from Kiao Chow bay,
Farrell testified that he saw a womAs was the case in our advance to
dle age, and have staffs drawn from usual because the misty, rainy weathYaquis Harass Hill
lies.
.
an dressed, aa Mrs. Carman was dressalmost
er
observation
rendered
various
23. Instead
has
of
the
is
of
the
every'
the
army.
Aisne,
parts
making
Naco, Ariz., Oct.
enemy
The Vorwaerts, the socialist organ of Berlin, states that ah InvestigaOn the night of October effort to delay our progress, no doubt ed flee from the window into the house moving further away from the Ar.ieri- south
Pilica
To
the
the
"Russia:
of
impossible!.,
inflicted
the
cruelties
of
In
of truth
allegations
tion has found
the enemy commenced an attack to give time for the stronger forces after the shot,
the Germans still hold the Vistula
Jcan line, as predicted, Maytorensi's
on German soldiers and civilians by the allied troops.
and
not
was
which
line
the
with
the
their
of
to
through
pushed
behind
river,
arrangements.
exception
Mrs.
perfect
Kiel
are
at
Carman
faced
her ordeal with attacking forces of Yaqut Indians
!;iA news dispatch from Copenhagen says the ship yards
from Ivangorod to Kozielido.
This which they regarded as a demonstra Furthermore
they occupy narrow lips parted in a smile. Once, as the moved up closer to the Carranza
a fleet of 30 armored lighters which may be used In transporting
trenches with inconspicuous parapets
they have abandoned, pursued by the tion.
attorney thrust home intimate ;rison ot Naco Sonora, last night, an i
a German land force to the shores of England.
Russians. All the efforts made by
n
"Our patrols have been active with on our side of the villages.
damage upon the
as to the jealousy that hadlnfllc
questions
"Chinese guns often are placed In stirred her heart concerning her huts- - jfense of General Benjamin Hill tha
London, Octv 23. The only tact has yet succeeded in stemming the the Austrians to cross the River Sah the bayonet at night and they have
which Englishmen are able to point "hacking through" tactics of the Ger to the north of Jaroslau have been re- accounted for numerous small parties the center of rooks whence they can band's relations with women, she a p. at ny prevlocis time. Many Duller.
to today aa a basis for their belief that mans.
pulsed and the Russians are under of German infantry left to occupy command an approach through a win- peared to lose her splendid self con-.feoa the American side, but H.er
make taking the offensive in this region."
English news dispatches
the climax ha9 been about reached In
their front trenches. But the positions dow. So far in our advance we have trol and to falter. Smellina- salts Kocm were ho casualties.
the sea, land and air battle across the i sweeping claims of annihilating suc- of the opposing forces have remained inflicted considerable loss on these restored her. She broke down after
'
The German Version
detachments. They have made eev It was all over and cried. The reacchannel, Is that the armies cannot cessea. German advices assert conpractically unchanged.
Berlin, Oct. 23 (via London) An of"In the north of France the fighting eral determined counter attacks so tion came when her aged mother was Mrs. Carman said, were more. attracindefinitely face the declmination of tinued progress' and Russian tele
their ranks which has marked this grams report great victories, but well ficial announcement from German so far has been of a preparatory' na they could free themselves. Many ot on the stand.
tive to her husband than she was
latest phase of the great campaign. defined evidence to support these va army headquarters dated October 23 ture alone. As stated, ground has the prisoners falling Into our hands
Mrs. Florence Carman, on trial sb the she had thought.
For nearly a week now this triparte rious contentions is lacking, and the eays:
been gained by us, but the misty have expressed surprise at being opMr. Smith, asked If she thought Mr.
slayer of Mrs. Louise Bailey, smiling
"On the Yser canal yesterday we weather has hampered aerial recon- - posed by the British in this quarter.
combat has raged with unabated fury fact appears to be that in neither the
nurse whoso
the middle-ageVarauce,
into the witness stand to
between forces up to the present time eastern nor western arena of the war gained successes.
"To the north of the Lys, although, ly stepped
more
was
Bhe
attractive
noisance and 'at times rendered artil
face
slapped
day for the ordeal of cross examina-toiour
"To the south of Dixmund
m equal in strength that the fronts has the tide yet turned decisively.
smuea ma
almost impossible, for reasons already given, an adequate
carman
tnan
Mrs.
she.
lery
by District Attorney Smith.
have swayed back and forth without
troops advanced to the weBt of Lille which factors have made progress reconnoisance appeared practically Imantwered "Xo." She was made to deGerman Cruisers Busy
were
took
"Mrs.
successful.
We
and
attacks
either side being able to register a
fact
that
of
the
in
Carman," began the district scribe the entire scene with Mrs,
possible and
somewhat slow."
spite
The great haul of merchant ships
of several villages.
decisive victory.
f.'ie t??w Tr C
The narrative here describes the the Germans held a strong position on attorney, "youi saio you were suspi- Varance f h
by the German cruiser Karlsruhe, now possession
"On the rest of the western front it nature of the country
That the slaughter in these fierce fully confirmed from Las Palmas, hag
along the Bel a high bridge between Godewaersveldt cious of your husband. When did you man eive the nurse 115 and Ba.v her
c i .
It w-.Ikies Wm af tnv.ird
gian frontier, explaining that hedges and Bailleul, one of our cavalry forces, get suspicious?"
efforts and counter efforts to break been a rude shock to those who'have Is generally quiet.'
"In the eastern theater of the war are
the
has
driven,
trees
restrict
often
that
!inr
'
supported
not
by
infantry,
oean
transcends
Atlantic
the
contended
the
and
the
nirniM
of
that
frequent,
About a year ago.
through the opposing linos
the Russian attacks near West Augus-tow- o the view and that means of communi- enemy
back steadily. Some hard
'that disturbed her. she F.aUl.
anything of the kind in this campaign was held safely by the British navy,
she
What
caused
her
have been repulsed. We cap- cation are bad.
suspicion
fighting has taken place in this
o' V t
an ' r
Is admitted on both sides. Neverthe but the apologists have lost no time
"You d d
coi;ld not say. A woman did" not cause
tured several machine guns.
1
id
"It is in a blind country of this na
especially in the neighborhood
an
less, neither the territble effect of the In pointing out that the fleet cannot
mir
t
it "just rumors."
"There 13 no definite news from the ture," the narrator goes on, "that our of Mont Descats;
long range British naval guns over the at the same time convoy hundreds of
tiide?"
field
of
war."
southeastern
"Were the rumors about, a wom"On October 13 one of our cavalry
advance guards near the Belgian frcm
flat lands near the Dover Straits, transports and safguard every merch
(
"Oh, W." rcr.M"tier are engaging the advanced troops patrols came suddenly on a German an?"
which offer few natural defensive po- ant Bhlp. The sinking of merchant
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
i
of the enemy. The latter consists in machine gun detachment and charged.
"No.
fJust fome one etskins hint
sition, although vouched for both of vessels without Iofs of life, it. is re
Ritchie vs. Johnny Dundee, some places of Mv1ry f p n ted by Pome of the Germans w killed, the 'il.'iiit is cir?R. ftoraehody to,' ;:;e It"
Willi
ficially and unofficially,' nor the on- marked, involves no military injury,
Ja.;er and Sclmta do1, 1. in s, with rtist eoftrei and U.o giins capHirwl.
slaughts of the allied forces on land, while the capture of a group of trims- four rounds, at San Francisco.
Ger-
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Heavy Fleeced House Slippers

Ml

U3WILWUUL 60071
EataMialied

186ft

.

Made of heavy bath robe cloth, in all

coors, Just the thing for cool nights

South SidePlaja

and mornings.
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Extra special prices on fresh new merchandise for one day only.
Itoma that you need. One day only at these prices. ,

cj:

they aren't quite up
We bought these Gloves to sell for
isn't an
to the standard of merchandise we carry, although there
out for
them
close
to
decided
we
so
have
imperfect pair in the lot,
style.
fashionable
in
Ihe
Made
just

To make things Interesting for you in our hosiery sec-

tomorrow, wo have placed on sale these pure silk

tion

one-hal- f.

"rtnww1 lista.

All

at?aa tn hlanlr nnlv

i"'u
Women's 85c Unions 66c

Reg. U.S.Pat. Offic

".

Upjo $1.75 Felt Slippers 40c

Sanitary Fleeced Linen

Broken Lines and Sizes
Broken lines of Slippers with felt, velvet and knit tops; not all
sizes in each kind, hut every pair is an exceptional bargain. On sale
40c
for one day &t, the pair

Merode hand finish TJuIon Suits, fleeced cotton, perfect fitting; high
or low neck, long or short sleeves, ankle lengths; regular and out
66c
sizes. Thia is a remarkable- value Saturday for
-

$2,50 and 2.75 Bath Robs $1.98

$1,25 Outing Pajamas 98c

Women and Children's Sizes

Women's Outing Pajamas made of heavy outing flannel in pink and
All sizes 34 to 42. One
blue; well made, satin trimmed, silk frogs.

Women's and Misses' Bath Robes made of heavy fleeced material,
round or sailor collars, in grey, red, lavender, blue and pink
colors; trimmed with satin ribbon and cords to match. Saturday
only at -

Men's 50c and 75c Ties 35c

linen finish Damask Towels,
knotted fringe, assorted patterns

Beautiful Silk Dress Patterns of
Charmont Poplin in the following
colors :

18x36

REGULAR

MESS
IM-

The Netherlands, with a population
of 6,114,000 and an area of 13,171
square miles, has a foreign trade of

nearly three billion dollars. According to revised figures for 1912, published la "Commercial Relations of the
United States," Imports were valued
at $1,452,458,168, a gain of $112,491,-20- 0
over 1911, while exports were
an increase of $153,052,446
over the preceding year. Though the
Netherlands is a very small country,
slightly larger than the state of Maryland, It ranks among the leading commercial nations of the world. Its imports are 90 per cent as much as those
of France with a population six times

linen finish Damask Towels,
knotted fringe, assorted patterns
20x36

REGULAR30c FOR 17c
l!lx38 linen Union Towels, assorted

as great, and Its exports are about 60
per cent as much as those of Germany
with a population ten times as great
This unusually large commerce of
the Netherlands is" explained by the
bureau of foreign and domestic commerce, department of commerce, as
being, due: (1) To the favorable location o" that country for the transshipment of goods destined for, or
originating in, European countries and
sections distant from the seaboard.
(2) To the fact that In' the Dutch statistics foreign goods destined ultimately to some other country are not rigorously excluded from special trade
statements; hence it frequently happens that the same goods appear both
in the Import and export accounts,
unduly swelling each In comparison
with the commercial returns of most
other European countries. (3) To the
peculiar system of valuations for trade
statistics in practice in the Netherlands. Except In cases where imported merchandise
is dutiable and a
statement of declared values is necessary for the ascertainment of revenues (amounting to about 10 per cent
of the total imports) all values in Its
trade accounts are "official," that is,
fixed by a commission and frequently
varying from actual valuest As many

r
Betters your

1

breakfast

Your breakfast pancakes,

y.

tcrs (see the recipe below)
will taste far more delicious if served with

TOWLE'S
.

CANE AMD

MAPLE SYRUP
Makes Home,

"Sweet" Home, Indeed

It pives you the delicious
maple flavor at its best, and is
always sold in the
cms your guarantee
of purity, quality and full
measure.
TI Tow! M.'.j le

I'ro. j'r- Company
.J

It;f

i',ntc rft

S

St. Vjii;1, Mtnn.j
nio
u JunliiLHii-- t Vurmout
!

LOG CABIN

FRITTERS
Mix

two tensrxxmfuls baking:
powder thoroughly with four
cups flour. AiM two cups swocit
milk, one InblcHpoon sweet
cream, half a teaspoon ealt and
ll'rco Well
circs, Fry in
hot lard until brown,
u w i in 'logic's L' g ( aii n
Syrup.
bc-itu-

de-

PURPLE

.

BLACK

These patterns are great values at the
regular price. Saturday, for one day,
you may have them at a considerable
$5.98
reduction

articles are given the same unit valuation as that fixed a half century ago,
they do not reflect the lower price
levels which have meantime been established. To this extent the trade
figures of the Netherlands are abnormal and not, comparable with those of
other leading nations.
Ten per cent of the imports into the
Netherlands are stated as being from
the United States, compared with 29
per cent from Germany, 14 per cent
from the Dutch East Indies, about 10
per cent each from Belgium and the
United Kingdom, 8 per cent from Russia, and nearly 3 per cent from Argentina. The Netherlands sends direct to
this country only 4 4 per cent of its
exports, compared with 5 per cent to
the Dutch East Indies, 12 per cent to
Belgium, 20 per cent to the United
Kingdom, and 50 per cent to Germany.
Present conditions in Europe have, of
course, greatly modified the extent
and distribution of Dutch trade as well
as that of other countries. Thus ex
ports to the Netherlands from the
United States dropped from $13,714,-34- 5
In August, 1913, to $2,524,488 in
August last; while our Imports therefrom in the same period Increased

"Commercial Relations," which is sold
by the superintendent of documents,
Washington, D. C., at the nominal
price of 40 cents.
. CLARK DENIES STORY
New York, Oct, 23 Senator William A. Clark of Jl oh tan a, who arrived from Europe or? the Adriatic,
denied in a positive manner the authorship of a published report cred-dlieto him- relating to alleged atrocities against a Belgian family. The
report was given out as a public statement by Prince Nicholas Engaluchaff,
foimer Russian vice consul In Chicago, on his return from Europe on
September 11, and was to the effect
that Mr. Clark had authorized him
to tell the American people Mr. Clark
had in his car a
girl whose
aft her had been killed and her mother
compelled to submit to indignities by
d

German soldiers.

TEACHERS' CERTIFICATES
Santa Fe, Oct. 23. The department
of education today Issued teachers'
certificates to the following: Mrs. O.
A. Waggonner, Telles; Clara B. Hew-et- ,
Sttate College; Ada Hiler, Deming;
Adah
Pinnell, Deming; Madeline
Page, Deming; Mrs. Lulu L. Coleman;
from $2,605,396 to $3,446,042.
Kiiowles; Thomas J, Spiller, Alamo,
Four great groups of articles supply all first grade certificates. An appeal
the total value of Dutch im- has come from County Superintendports. These are breadstuffs (chiefly ent Bonifacio Montoya for seven teachwheat and rice) 263 million dollars; ers to he paid a minimum salary of
iron and steel manufacture, 194 miK $50 a month. There is also a demand
lion; chemicals, drugs and dyes, 172 for teachers from Rio Arriba county.
million; copper ore, ingots and bars,
63 million.
Quinine alone amounted
LODGES NOT TAXED
to $134,387,000, of which $103,562,000
Santa Fe, Oct, 23. That property
worth was exported. East Indian prod
ucts figured largely in the imports of fraternal organizations, even if
into the Netherlands, which include, rented out, Is exempt from taxation
in 'addition to those already noted, if the proceeds are used for charitable
Is the opinion,
coal, 50 million dollars;
timber, 45 purposes of the lodge,
down by
handed
an
one,
important
milmillion; stone paving blocks, 33
lion; coffee. 21 million; hides and Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
skins, 17 million; copra, 15 million;
tin, wool and cocoa beans, each about
ten million; hemp, eight millions; tea
NO
and tobacco, each five million dollars:. HEADACHE GONE!
Glassware, rubber goods, haberdash
ery, scientific instruments and many
PAIN OR NEU11AL0IA
other manufactures are also Imported
in considerable quantities.
The chief direct Importations from Dr. James' Headache Powders Give
Instant Relief 10 Centa a
the United States are copper, 30 million dollars; wheat and flour, 30 milPackage
lion; timber, 11 million; and flaxseed
When your head aches you simply
oil cake and meal, lard, petroleum, iron must have relief or you will go wild,
and steel goods, oats, turpentine, cot- It's needless to suffer when you can
ton seed oil and calcium acetate. The take a remedy like Dr. James' HeadNetherands sends to the United States ache Powders and relieve tho p;n
principal! diamonds, tobacco, hides and neuralgia at once. Send someone
and skins, cocoa coffee, cinchona, to the drug store now for a dime
.
spices, ipickled herring, bulbs and package of Dr. James' Hcadacho
plants, tin, rice and seeda. Additional
Don't suffer. In a few moments
facts regarding the Netherlands and you will feel fine headache gone-- no
other countries are contained in
more neuralgia pain. A3v.
one-ha-
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BROWN
BLUE

25c FOR 14c

signs, drawn work borders,
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Silk Charmont Poplin Dress
Patterns $5.98, Regular $7.50

35 Cents
LITTLE COUNTRY
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Damask Towels, Regular 20c

Here is another money saving opportunity, as our stock of 50c and 75c
Ties is large and varied. All the new
effects and color combinations there
is no reason why you shouldn't select
a dozen or eo at this extreme price;
and then these ties will make excellent gifts. For one day only, take
your choice for

NETHERLANDS' EXPORTS AND
PORTS EXCEEDS THOSE OF
LARGER NATIONS

day only
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TliPre are some thinirs
are certain and dcllnlte.

In medicine

then"

"Well,
"By that time we shall be at Sonoma."
"You keep saying 'Sonoma,' " rather
Irritably observed the fireman. "What's
Sonoma got to do with It, anyhow?"
This much: To the advancing mystification of the fireman, as they
neared Sonoma Instead of running on
the main track, Marvin slowed up, set
a switch to a long siding running to a
mahogany forest a mile or two distant,
halted amid a lonely solitude and drew
forth and blew a signal whistle.
Within a few moments a responding
"honk! honk!" came from a near roadway and an automobile appeared.
"Now, then, off with that coal!" ordered Marvin, and a brief burrowing
revealed the little strong box that had
never seen the inside of the steel express car.
Four armed men were In the auto.
-

fierce-vlsaged,-

Look over th8 list, there's probably several

In tan, black and white

Pure thread silk hose guaranteed perfect

Works With a Definite
and Is a Known
Antidote.

"Hands off that throttle!"
Sharp, clear, distinct the challenge
sounded out. A signal had halted the
train, comprising a locomotive and t
single express car. Now at the side ol
"
determined
the track,
looking, a sturdy Mexican of the das
perado type held the key to the sltua
tion rather two keys, impressive, for
midable, a magazine revolver In eltliei
hand.
The engineer raised both hands; th
fireman backed up against the coal
heap in the tender and followed suit
The latter looked questionlngly at the
engineer as if awaiting instructions.
The words came low but dlstiact to hh
ears:
"Anticipated, but discounted."
"H'm!" muttered the fireman In a
dissatisfied way, and wearily continued his forced attitude of "hands up!'
From the first the fireman had not
been in love with his task. This was
a branch of the great Mexican trunk
line. For a month it had not turned s
wheel. The district was In a fearful
turmoil. The Insurrectionists held full
Fire and sword ravaged the
sway.
country and business had come to a
complete stop.
The terminus of the branch line wae
Ixtacl, and .here there was a llttlt
bank. It was owned by Henry Morse
who operated a larger institution in a
good-sizecity just over the Texae
state line. The engineer of the pros
ent "special" was not an engineer.
However, for two years, hack in his
life, he had "worked on the road."
gained some practical experience
thereby.
The result was that when the anxious banker tried to get the railroad
company to send a special to Ixtacl
and bring thence the little bank safe
containing important documents and
cash, and found no one willing to undertake the dangerous mission, Albion
Marvin stepped to the front
The railroad company, lured by an
indemnity bond and a goodly amount
of money, agreed to furnish an engine
and steel express car. Ben Wharton,
a skilled fireman, undertook to run the
gauntlet with the novice engineer on
a promise of quadruple pay.
They had made the run to Ixtacl
without hindrance. The little safe had
been put aboard the train. Presumably it was encased iu a still larger rc--

$1.50 Kid Glovts 75 pair

Regular $125 Silk Hose 92c

duties.
. "See here,"
he finally observed,
"they've got what they were after."
"Yes, the express car," nodded Marvin gaily. "It will take them an hour
to burst In that steel door to get Into
the big safe.

DIFRCULT TAS
By GEORGE ELMER COBB.

One Day Bargains for Saturday Shoppers
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They do the
Is one of those reliables
S. S.
work.
all blood
for
Is
a
antidote
known
and
More than, that, ' it la harro-lus- a,
troubles.
ir It does not hurt the stomach,
does not affect the bones and Joints, nor
does It alter the Integrity of the nerves
But It does sweep throunh
and spine.
the blood, a powerful, searching, cleansing influence, remarkable for results and
a tremendous relief to those who suffer
the humiliation of skin eruptions.
Nearly all sickness Is due to sluggish
blood. And if you let S. S. R. bathe your
system with Its wonderful influence your
nervous troubles, your wan, weary, faded,
listless, lifeless body will revive and become so renewed with the sense of enjoyable health you will scarcely know yourGet a bottle
self.
Try S. S. S. today.
It will put you on
at any drug store.
your feet; keep you going all day and
enable you to sleep sound and restful.
not a physic,
R. s. S. Is not a "dope,"
but a fine, bracing, purifying medicine
that Is sure to do you a world of good. Is
It is Just what you need. S. S. S. BO
prepared by The Swift Specific Co.; are
Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Oa., and If you
troubled with any stubborn blood disease
their medical department will guide you
safely to health. Write them.
H.

Their challenger was just In range of
the exhaust cock. Iu fact, not five feet
away from it his face was directly
upon a level with it.
The little valve that operated this
was Just at the side of the engineer.
Pressure would set it going. The halt
was causing furnace and boiler to
make surplus steam at a keen rate.
Suddenly, but quite naturally, it
looked, .he engineer gave a lurch. His
elbow met the extending valve.
Hiss ss splutter a blood curdling
screa J. Straight into the face of the
unsuspecting Mexican went a scalding
Blinded, blistered, in agony,
deluge.
he dropped both revolvers. His hands
went up to his tortured eyes.
"Now, then!" shouted Marvin, and
he sprang to the lever.
A dozen shots from the bandits descending the side of the cut rattled
against the cab. A curve was turned.
"Saved!" uttered the fireman, with
srin and chuckle.
"Hardly," qualified Marvin. "They
vill try more than one ambush, but if
we can make Sonoma "
"Why, that is still fifty miles from
the junction."
"If we can only make Sonoma!" repeated Marvin in a businesslike tone
that sounded hopeful to his puzzled
assistant. "I thought so!" he added
half an hour later, and slowed up just
in time to avoid dashing into a barricade of railroad ties piled across the
rails. This time six rough characters
surrounded the engine.
"Cut off that car," ordered their
leader, and Marvin obeyed.
;,Now,Jthenl go on about your business," was the added command, and at
a wave of the speaker's hand his sub1
ordlnates removed the obstacle o"n the
tracks.
dejected, the fireman
stared at Marvin as he resumed his

The train was abandoned, the run
started for the Texas border.
It was early the next morning that
Albion Marvin reported to Henry
Morse with a rather proud look of expectation on his handsome features.
His faithful assistant, the fireman,
left the banker, his face on a broad
grin over his quadruple reward.
When Albion Marvin went up to the
Morse mansion that evening to relate
his story to his delighted employer.
Helen Morse was waiting for him, and ...
when he left the house later he knew
that ho had won her for a bride.
(Copyrifl)t.

1814,

by W. G. Chapman.)

DEDICA'I E NEW STADIUM

Princeton, N. J., Oct. 23. A new
stadium, seating 41,000 people, will be
dedicated at Princeton university to
morrow on the occasion of the annual
football game between the Tigers and
Dartmouth. The structure is 672 feet
long, 520 feet wide and 66 feet high.
The playing surface is 517 ' .feet la
length and 250 feet in width. There
is a! concourse 20 feet wide and a
around the top 12 feet
ipromenade
wide). The Dartmouth team, coached
by Frank Cavanaugh, will be the team
that will dedicate the the new stadium, just as "The Big Green" came
down to Cambridge in 1903 to play
Harvard in the first game inside the
big stadium there. The turf is in shape
for tomorrow's game, and the contest
being the first of the big games for
this season a big crowd will be oa
hand. The annual game against Yale
will be played In the new stadium on
November 14 hut the Tiger grads are
here today to be at the regular
PRESIDENT AT PITTSBURGH
Pittsburgh, Oct 23. Although President Wilson has asserted that he will
Hot talk politics In his address here
tomorrow, on the occasion of the seventieth anniversary of the bounding of
the Y. M. C. A political wiseacres are
watching for some Indication of the
presidential stand on the senatorial
and congressional fights in Pennsyt
vahla and the country at large. A big
receptlo has been planned by the local
officials of the Y. M. C. A. in which
the president will he the central
figure.
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ceptacle in the steel expresn ear,
Wharton did not know. At midnight
Marvin alone had attended to the
transfer.
There was not a move made by
Marvin that morning which was not
taken in closely by suspicious watchers. Every greaser in the section
knew what they were up to. Broadcast all through the district the word
had gone out that a small fortune was
being conveyed away from the town.
At Ixtacl no attack or outbreak was
attempted. A pretense was made by
the legal authorities to protect the removal of the safe. They laughed in
their sleeves, however.
"That loot will never leave Mexican
territory," they pre:ted.
Ten miles, fifteen miles, twenty
miles the train progressed. Then tho
signal, the armed Mexican and engineer and fireman challenged and helpless, as seen.
The Mexican did not speak further,
lie kept his weapons leveled ns if posing for a picture. Suddenly, however,
he opened his lips. It was to give utterance to a shrill, piercing whistle.
Its echoes had scarce died away
when in the near distance the lynx-eyeengineer observed half a dozen
armed men descending the cut side
from a covert
Then his glance studied the waiting
sentinel with Increasing sharpness.
He took in his position, his face, he
reckoned as to the time it would take
for his accomplices to reach the railroad cut
The fireman, closely scrutinizing his
comrade, fancied lie tracked a quick
glitter in his clear, perutlnlzing eyes.
The engineer eceiued calcuhitlns.
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"Sol" and Solitaire-Fi- rst
Things in the Morning

The mellow richness of Moreys Solitaire Coffee lightens
your worries and brightens your mind. Its thorough aging,
its careful roasting, us skillful blending, produce a degree of
coffee perfection that will make your palate grateful.
One tin will prove it.

"The Best the Grocer Can Deliver"
art a few membert of the Solitaire family i Tea, Spices,
Flawrws; Extracts, Catsup, Raisins, Peanut Butter, Rice,
r
X:'
Preserves, Maple Syrup, etc., and all varieties of
j."
?L
canned fruits and vegetables.
j
Here

THE MOREY MERCANTILE COMPANY
Denver
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MAN IF HE DEFEATS MORRIS
OCTOBER 29

plan does not deteriorate
the character of the juries, for his selections are made only from, those he

lices his

Don't Let a CcIJ ,
Settle on Your Lungs

has investigated.
Many cases of Lung Trouble con be
traced directly to a severe cold which
Coroner Hoffman's interest in the has
been neglected, and which, as a
If you
result, has affected the lungs.
unfortunates who make up his "bread have
a persistent cough or colli, take
li.ie" has brought him in contact with warning before it is too late. Eckinau
Alterative Is most benellcial in such enses
In Rash First. Could Not Sleep or cases, which, e Bays, are almost as and bus been the means of completely
to health many persons who hud
Rest. Hard Crust Covered Neck. tragic as any of those Inscribed on restoring
serious lung trouble. Head of this case:
PleusantvlHe, N. J.
Awful Disfigurement.
Cuticura .lis books concerning the dead.
"Gentlemen:
During the winter of 1011
"I am putting these unfortunate I contracted a severe cold, which settku
Soar, and Ointment Healed.
on my lungs. The doctor pronounced K
l.'.en on the juries," he says "aud I lung trouble. I tried nearly every prepwithout any result and kept getmore
on'v wish I had
opportunities aration
Kokn. nn's Alterative was
ting worse.
R. F. D. No. 4, Box 55, Holland, Mich.
recommended to me and I commenced
vM who are hoi f
fello
for"
these
troublo
poor
f'My child's
began by getting rod
using it as a last resort. The first bottle
and sore around her neck, and her face, beseeuied to give no relief: in fact, I seemtrying to support their families. ed
to feel worse, but I kept on using
hind her ears, under her arms, and different
vocaa'l
men
of
are
the medicine and found out the first
intelligent
They
parts of her body were afbottle
had really started nie on the road
fected.
to recovery by loosening the mucus and
The eczema ap- tions who cannot find work."
me expectorate freely.
After
making
in
rash
first.
a
It
peared
the medicine for some time my
?:-'- y

Kansas City, Oct 23. Jim Flynn,
who was dePueblo fireman-fightefeated Tuesday by Battling Levinsky,
is still in the fighting game. He will
meet Carl Morris here on October 29,
before the G. A. A. C. at the American
Association baseball park. Flynn
left New York last night for this city
directly after his bout with Levinsky
Athletic club.
before the Brooklyn
Matchmaker Hurst receive a telegram
from Flynn yesterday in which he
stated that he never got a mark in
his battle with the Danny Morgan
hope, but adds he nearly knocked out
Levinsky in the fifth, round with a
short left book against, the Hebrew's
jew. The fact that Jim Flynn, who is
a fighter, not a boxer, was able to
break even with the flashy New York
er adds further to the prowess of the
fireman, no matter what his faults
may be. Each bout shows that Flynn
1b a factor to be recokned with among
tho heavyweights. It would appear
that this Is Flynn's best year in the
boxing game.
Jesse Willard, who is slated to scrap
It out with Jac,lc Johnson, negro
heavyweight champion, St. Patrick's
L'fiy in 'Juarez, Mexico, will have to
cross leather with Flynn before he
gets the opportunity .to battle for tha
coveted title if Flynn should happen
to knock out the McCarney hope, Carl
Morris, the night before the opening
of the new railway station in this city.
Morris and Flynn are bitter rivals in
the heavyweight rank and their third
meeting is sure to bring out one of
delegations
the largest
that ever witnessed a boxing contest,
in this city. Morris is still the idol
of Oklahoma boxing followers and
many believe Morris will gain a crack
at the title under McCarney, who took
the obscure Luther McCarty and sent
him across the pugilistic world
with one bout. Morris is just a big,
f;ne specimen of man, who is capable of boxing and fighting, but who
baa been terribly mismanaged in the
past.
Pill McCarney said last night that
Morris would arrlvw here Sunday
night and take up quarters at the
Louie Cutler gymnasium and put in a
week of solid work on the ground. He
is now training with Jeff Clark, the
Jr.plin black boxer, and a corps of
other scrappers. The big Sapulpa
battler says his condition is splendid and he will be in the finest kind of
shape for Flynn,
Flynn will go direct to Excelsior
Springs and take up the old lucky
camp at the Excelsior auditorium and
Mor-rirrepare himself for his go with
Abdul, Turkish trainer, will take
charge of the camp.
r,

was wet and looked as if
It was Bweaty. It seemed
to Itch and burn so that siie
could not sleep or rest. It '
got so bad at last that
hoc ears was one crust
or sore so that I had to cut
her hair. There was a hard crust covering
her neck. She could not have her clothes
buttoned at all. I could hardly change her
clothes. It caused an awful disfigurement
lor the time. Sho would cry when I had
to wash her.
"We had her treated for some time but
without success. The trouble had lasted
about four weeks when we began to use
Cuticura Soap and Ointment. I had not
used them more than three days when I could
see she was getting better. I got one cake
of Cuticura Soap and one box of Cuticura
Ointment and I had not used moro than
half of what I bought when she was all
cured."
(Signod) Mrs. O. C. Eiemersma,

using

ROADS UNDER FIRE
cough ceased. 1 gained flesh and today I
urn a well man.'
s
GEO. M. BATES.
Denver, Colo., Oct. 23. The
(Signed)
(Above abbreviated; more on request.)
of Colorado were today notified
fcekman's Alterative has been proven by
many years' test to be most efficacious
lo . send representatives to a public for
severe Threat and Lung Affections,
the
lirorrchltls. Bronchial Aslhum, Stubborn
before
pubnext
Monday
hearing
Colds and in upbuilding
the system.
' lic utilities commission at which time
Contains no narcotics, puisons or
Ask for booklet, felling
drugs.
of
passen- of recoveries, and write lo
in investigation wi'l.hen
Philadelphia,
I'a., for eviLaboratory,
ger charges. Petitions and complaints dence
For sale by all leading druggists
filed with the commission state that nd B. G. Murphey and Red Crosi
an excess fare is collected from pasDrug company.
sengers who pay on the trains over
Price $1 and $2 a bottle.
the price of tickets bought In advance.
The railroads will be given an oppor-tv.r.itSANTA FE COURT
to explain the extra charges.
Santa Fe, Oct. 23. Judge M. C.
Merhem today heard for Dist rict Judge
NEWEST CHURCH BOOSTER
St. Louis, Oct. 23. No more will E C. Abbott the demurrer of the North
babies cry at the services of the
Graphic Mining company of Magda-lcn- a
Mar. 21, 19i4.
to the complaint of A. L. Grlm-shaAvenue Presbyterian church,
Samples
by Mail
et al., James G. Fitch, attorney
will
mothers
on
other
the
hand,
nor,
Although Cuticura Soap (:'5c.) and Cuticura Ointment (50c.) art se t ry druggists
fee! obliged to stay away from church for the company, made a motion to
and dealers throughout the u id, a sample
because they have no one with whom dissolve the injunction Issued restrain
of each with 32-SL.'n Boo . iyill bo sent
to leave their babies. For the new ing the defendant from diverting any
free upon request.
Add.-es"Cuticura, Dept. T, Bosto ... i
pastor's wife, Mrs. David Reiter, is (c of its funds until the claims of the
open a church nursery next Sunday. plaintiffs have been paid, and to dis
p
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A BIO IRIHGATiON

PROJECT IN TAOS
NEWLY INCORPORATED COMPANY
WILL WATER 20,000 ACRES
OF LAND

Santa Fe, Oct. 23. The Settlers'
Ditch aud Reservoir company of Carson, Taos county, filed incorporation
papers today with the state corporation commission.
The waters are to
be taken from the Aguape de la
and the main canal is to be ten
miles long. A reservoir is to con0
serve the flood waters and some
acres are to be reclaimed, making
it one of the most Important irrigation
projects of that part of New Mexico.
The capitalization is $80,000 divided
into 1,600 shares. The incorporators
and directors are: William Ki Shupe,
,) snares;
Artnur rc. w imams, iu
shares; Richard M. Willis, 12 shares;
Emery Mason, 11 shares; Samuel A.
Corwin, 9 shares. Richard M. Willis
is named statutory agent.
Carl, Ray & Bruce company of Ros- weil also filed incorporation papers,
the capitalization being $150,000 di
vided into 1,500 shares of which 500
are to be preferred 8 per cent stock.
The statutory agent is G. F. Ray. The
company will engage In real estate
The incor
and live stock business
porators and directors are: H. M. Carl,
Artesia; G. F. Ray and J. F. Bruce,
Roswell, each 333 shares, and H. C,
Maynard, Roswell, one share.
Pe-ta-

20,-00-

She will care personally for all the
babies the mothers choose to bring.
The idea has made a hit with the
parishioners, for Mrs. Rcifer has two
eh! dren of her own and knows how
to care for the kiddles.

may be required, to be printed
white paper and a separate ballot
each of the three amendments.
Btruction ballots are to be printed
colored paper.

ELKS ViLL HAVE
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MATC!

Stop Those Early Bronchia Coughs
When your food does not digest LADIES
ARE INVITED TO WIT
well and you feel "blue," tired and
NESS EXCITING CONTEST AT
CLUB TONIGHT
discouraged, you should use a little

HERBINE at bedtime. It orens the
bowels, purifies the system and re
The challenge bowling match that
stores a fine feeling of health and en- has been arranged for tonight at the
ergy. Price EOc. Sold by Central Liks' home, between teams to be
hefded by "Bill" Bally and J. B.
Drug Co. Adv.
Anient, promises to be "some event."
The ladies are to be present, and the
COST OF WARS COMPARED
Washington, Oct. 23. The other day men who have the affair in charga
it was Btated that the war in Europe say the more the merrier. "Let joy be
is costing Germany at the rate of $5,- - uuconfined" will be the keynote of
000,000 per day,
France $7,000,000 the occasion.
The Elks who probably will assist
per day and Great Britain $4,750,000
per day. From records compiled a the captains are L. C. Witten, Dayid
Charle
half century ago of the cost of our Conway, E. J. McWenie,
civil war. we learn that during 39 Trumbull, E. E. Johnson, Harry Mar
months, from July, 3 SGI, our expense tin, Dr. Clifford Losey, Manuel Hen- as a nation was $1,500,000 per day.
ricuez, Frank Stress, Erie Hoke and
C. M. Iden.
Check Kidney Trouble at Once
GARCIA ON STUMP

There is such ready action In Foley
Kidney Pills, you feel their healing
from the very first dose. Backache,
weak, sore kidneys, painful bladder
and irregular action disappear with
their use. O. Palmer, Green Bay,
Wis., says :"My wife Is rapidly re
covering her health and strength, due
solely to Foley Kidney Pills." O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store,

the receiver. Renehan
charge
FOLEY CATHARTIC TABLETS
Wright appeared for the plaintiffs.
There are. many times when one
Catron & Catron filed suit in the
district court today for the First Na man questions another's actions and
Men act differently under
tional bank against N. Pettini and Gi, motives.
The ques
different circumstances.
note
to
a
on
recover
for
Pettini,
do
would
what
tion
is,
you
right now
50.
Could you
severe
had
cold?
a
if
you
filed
suit
Thomas Doran
MUST TELL COST
against I
do better than to take Chamberlain's
Santa Fe, Oct. 2.1. Attorney Gen- M. Lawson and garnisheed the First
Cough Remedy? It Is highly recom
aleral Frank W. Clancy, in a verbal National bank for the sum of $170,
mended by people who have used it
on
to
to
bill.
a
the
be
board
due
attention
called
leged
Massachusetts regiment attended the opinion today
for years and know its value. Mrs.
state statute, Secion 7, Chapter 63,
O. E. Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Chamexercises. Joining with them was
REPRESENTED
DEMOCRATS
Laws of 1912, making It mandatory
Colonel Edmund E. B. Berkeley, 92
Santa Fe, Oct, 23 The board of berlain's Cough Remedy is worth its
upon all candidates for election to
in gold and I take pleasure in
yeers old, ranking confederate veteran file with the
decounty commissioners today designat weight
county clerk a sworn,
it." For sale by all
of Prince William Country, Va., and
tailed account of campaign expenses, ed the polling places and named the recommending
Adv
dealers.
many members of Colonel Berkeley's
sum, every promise, ev- judges and clerks of election, giving
old regiment who remember distinctly giving every
made to secure nom- the democratic minority representa
consideration
ery
PIONEER MOTHcRS' JV.'
seeing Colonel Webster fall from liis ination or
election, showing date, per- tion on each board. Attorney Paul A.
San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 23. Calihorse over a half century ago.
the
board
sons to whom made and for what pur- F. Walter appeared before
Lieutenant Samuel Appleton, who
fornia women will have the biggest
not later than five days on behalf of the A., T, & &.' F. railway
made,
pose
served in Colonel Webster's regiment,
day in their history tomorrow, when
and not sooner than ten days before comany and secured the reduction of the monument to the
and is a grandson of Daniel Webster,
pioneer mother
of
in
a
dis
local
tax
number
levies
the election, and another statement,
will- be shown for the first time, and
delivered the dedicatory address. Sen30 days after the election. This law tricts.
Pioneer Mother's Day will be observ
ator Weeks of Massachusetts was
will be strictly enforced. The coned throughout the state. Governor
present and spoke to the gathering,
gressional candidates must also file
CITROLAX
Johnson by proclamation named Oc
extolling the great public service of a statement of
decampaign expenses
tober 24 as Pioneer Mothers' Day, and
the Webster family.'
CITROLAX
federal statute.
the
manded
by
In honor of the event, the Native
was
with
unveiled
The tablet wliich
CITROLAX
Daughters of the Golden Wrest conappropriate ceremonies, is a granite
Best thing for constipation, sour ducted
BELGIANS LEAVE HOME
a statewide campaign to raise
boulder taken from the old Webster
La Rochelle. France, Oct. 22 (via stomach, lazy liver and sluggish bow- funds for the memorial statue. The
stands
Mass.
It
at
farm
Marshfield,
Steamers arriving here from els. Stops a sick headache almost at California women raised $25,000 for
or. the spot where Colonel Webster Paris).
are
Calais
bringing many thousands once. Gives a most tnorougn ana sat- - the statute, which will later be prefell mortally wounded from his horse
of Belgian refugees; One vessel last sfactory flushing no pain, no nau sented to- the
atout six miles from Manassas.
city of San Francisco
1,775. The refugees are sea.
Keeps your system cieansea, with appropriate dedication.
One of the pleasing events of today night brought
utmost kindness by sweet and wholesome. Ask for CitThe California women of the pres
served by the greeted with the
waa the luncheonwho supply warm din- - rolax. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
the
here,
people
ent generation are determined mat
Daughters of the Confederacy to the ncrs and
lodgings. The Belgians are Drug Store. Adv.
these of the early period of the state's
northern visitors.
in the
being distributed among places
hiBtory shall be properly remembered
COUNTERFEITERS ESCAPri
interior, according to a plan made by
and honored. Governor Johnson will
TOWN HAS BIRTHDAY
steamers are
the
P. Q., Oct. 23. Although be one
and
Montreal,
the
government,
of the speakers at the exer23.
This
Oct.
N.
H.,
Claremont,
three of a band of allegod counter cises in honor of the
them without charge.
town is unusually alive with visitors, carrying
pioneer women.
feiters who have been making Amer
near
for
far
fromi
who have come
and
ican and Canadian bills have enlisted
EDUCATIONAL REPORT
Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
le one hundred and fiftieth birthday
and gone to the European war, the
23.
The
Oct.
Santa Fe,
department celebration of Claremont, which opens
as they cannot police have rounded up the balance of
They hang on all winter If not
of education and other state offices on Sunday. The plans are completed by local applications,
and pave the way for serious
ear.
the
checked,
will
of
Painchaud
Edward
the gang, and
are already at work on their biennial and the town is prettily decorated. reach the diseased portion
throat
and
deaf
cure
at
next
on
to
trial
lung diseases. Get a botone
Jolliette,
go
Monday
is
way
only
reports, which must be submitted to Sunday will be given over to religious There
of
tle
were
constitutional P. Q. Painchaud and five others
Foley's Honey and Tar Com
Governor McDonald on December 1, observances, Monday will be anniver ness, and that is by
and take it freely. Stops
an
a
in
pound,
caused
the
raid
is
by
po
Deafness
provincial
by
caught
- remedies.
for the legislative session.
sary day, with historical and patriot- inflamed condition of the mucus lin lice at Lanoraie, near Jolliette. They coughs and colds, heals raw inflamed
addresses, and Tuesday will be
of the Eustachian Tube;. When had their headquarters In a shed, and throat, loosens the phlegm and is
Farmers' and Merchants' day, with a ing
tube is inflamed you have a rum- here the officers found a complete en mildly laxative. Best for children
this
SICK, SOUR STOMGII,
parade and country fair as leading
sound or imperfect hearing, and graving outfit and a quantity of un- and grown persons. No opiates. O. G.
bling
events.
v' when it is entirely
closed, Deafness is finished United States ten dollar bills, Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
INDIGESTION OR GAS
Air.
unless the inflamma After the gang was released, Pain
and
the
result,
DEAD HELP NEEDY IN CHICAGO
tube
out
and
another
this
and
chaud
Alphonse Houry,
tion can be taken
Chicago, 111., Oct. 23. "The bread
BALLOTS AGREED UPON
to its normal condition, hear member, were caught passing coun
"PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN". MAKES UP- line in the morgue" Is what Coroner restored
Santa
niae
and
Fe, Oct. 23.; Ralph C. Ely,
five
bills
dollar Canadian
terfeit
of ing will be destroyed forever;
Peter Hoffman calls the line-uSET STOMACHS FEEL FINE IN
Ca were arrested on the new charge.
republican chairman; Bronson M. Cutcaused
are
by
ten
out
of
cases
FIVE MINUTES
the destitute which he finds at his
inting, progressive chairman, and J. H.
tarrh, which is nothing but an
headquarters each morning. Coroner
democratic chairman, today
sur
had
mucous
Paxton,
W.
T.
Ga,,
the
Nicholson,
of
condition
Huchens,
flammed
Wonder what upset your stomach Hoffman has found an opportunity to
a severe attack of rheumatism. Hie reached aa agreement as to the form
faces.
which portion of the food did the extend a helping hand to the needy,
constiWe will give One Hundred Dollars feet, ankles and Joints were swollen, and size of the ballots for the
damage do you? Well, don't bother. and though the medium of his kind for
and to
tutional
amendments
was
about
proposed
by
and
painful.
very
Deafness
of
(caused
case
moving
any
If your stomach is in a revolt; If ness is gruesome it is nevertheless
catarrh) that cannot be cured by He was certainly In a bad way when be voted on In November. The legal
whaland
the
welcomed
you
and
upset,
by
sour, gassy
Send for circu he started to take Foley Kidney Pills. size of the ballots is three by eight
of men Hall's Catarrh Cure.
jiet ate has fermented Into stubborn Every morning sees a line circum lar free.
He says, "Just a few doses made me inches, but that is not large enough
lumps; head dizzy and aches; belch with families in straitened
O.
&
feel better, and now my pains and for the printing of the tax amendment
Toledo,
CO.,
F. J. CHENEY
and acids and eructate undi stances, at the door of the morgue.
are all goae and I sleep In English and Spanish. The ballot
rheumatism
75c
Sold
by Druggists,
gested food; breath foul, tongu9 coat They plead for a chance toearn by
consti
for
all night long." O. G. Schaefer and agreed upon will be twice the width
Take Hall's Family Pills
of the statutory ballot and as long as
edJust take a little Pape's Diapep-- serving on coroner's Juries that sithe-in- patton.
'Reo" Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Coroner Hoffman
Bin and In five minutes you wonder tha mnrciie.
what became of the indigestion and
distress.
Millions of men aud women today
Snow that It is needless to hav.j a
bad stomach. A little Diapepsin oc
canionally keeps thltf delicate organ
regulated end they eat their favorite
Makes perfect
food3 without fear.
If your stomach doesn't take care
coffee rilil at
of your liberal limit without rebe'Hon;
H
VS.
J
M
iT
ft your food is a damage instead of
"fable
no
the
surest.
a help, remember the quickest,
most harmless relief is Pape's Diapep
fuss no work
sic which oobfs only BO cents for
no wa i tinj
f
large case at drug stores. It' truly I
v
wonderful
It digests food and sets
things straight, so gently and easily
"Thermal'"
that It is really astonising. Please,
lie
Electric Coffee Percolator
for your sake, don't go on pnd on
with a weak, disordered stomach; it's
Adv.
po unnecessary.
TABLET TO COLONEL WEBSTER
Manassas, Va., Oct.
and union warriors united today
in the dedication of a tablet to the
memory of Colonel Fletcher Webster,
a son of Daniel Webster, America's
greatest statesman. Colonel WTehster
fell during the third day's fighting in
this second battle of Bull Run. Members of his old command, the Twelfth

on
for
Jiv
on

Adv.

B. Garcia,
Santa Fe, Oct. 23.-- E.
the progressive candidate for the legislature In Luna county, was In con
ference today with the progressiva
state chairman, having arrived from
Deiulng today, and , may take the stump
in Taos and Rio Arriba
counties.
Bishop F. B. Howden of the Protestant Episcopal church went today to
Espanola.
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to Save Money

Take advantage of our special offer, a
7.00 Electric Coffee Percolator for S5.9S

or G4.9S'

if, you
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New York Salesrooms

trade in your old coffee pot
cas LiIit end Power Company
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

down-and-out-
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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Hakes five
cups of delicious coffee

at a cost of
less

than

one cent
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HATE OIL,

1871

CALOMEL AND PILLS

Publisher by
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
(Incorporated)

OF FIGS"
SYRUP
'CALIFORNIA
BEST FOR TENDER STOMACH,
LIVER, BOWELS

ESTABLISHED

CO.

Look back at your childhood

days.

...Editor. Remember the "dose" mother Insisted
on; castor oil, calomel cathartics. How
how you fought
you hated them,
against taking them.
With our children It's different.
Mothers who cling to the old form of
East
at
Entered at the postoffice
simply don't realize what they
Is Vegas, New Muxtco for trail physic
children's revolt is well
do.
The
Bute
&Uilo through the United
tender little "Insides"
Their
founded.
&tdl at eecond class matter.
fee- injured by them.
If your child's stomach, liver and
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
bowels need cleansing, give only deli
Dally, by Carrier
cious "California Syrup of Figs." Its
-- Oi
Mil
Copy
nf ion is positive, but gentle.
.16
0a e Wee
lions of mothers keep this harmless
.6 "fruit laxative" handy: they know
die Month.
7.80
Ooe Year
children love to take it; that it never
Daily, By Mall
ftlls to clean the liver and bowcl.i
16.00
Sue Tear (In advance)
and sweeten the stomach, and that a
8.00
$tr Moatat (In advance)
tenspoonful given today saves a sick
7.00
Can Yef (In arrear)
child tomorrow.
3.50
Six Months (In arrears)
bot
Ask your druggist for a
tle of "California Syrup of Figs,"
which has full directions for babies,
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
children of all ages and for grown ups
GROWER
12.00
plainly on each bottle. Beware of
fat Yecr
See that it is
LOO counterfeits sold here.
fcx Month
made by "California Fig Syrup ComRefuse any other kind with
pany".
(Cah In Advanct for Mall
contempt. Adv.
Subscription!.)
Remit by check, draft or money
BUM BATCH OF BUTTER
isrder. If tent otherwise we will not
inferior
New York, Oct. 23. An
it responsible for loss. on
hrund of butter, dpfribed as unfit
application. t eat
Specimen copies free
but bearing the guarantee it
th; New York Mercantile Fhani-,AT
ALU PAPERS DISCONTINUED
it was the best qun'ity, wao ship;bt
EXPIRATION OF TIME
...
last.
June f. T'er Cruz fo.-- the
j
PAID FOR
ufe of the United States troops, according to testimony adduced toduy
at
the inquiry Instituted by States Atthe
are
Advertisers
guaranteed
General Parsons to determine
ttrgest daily and weekly circulation torney
a
if
egg and cheese monopoly
butter,
New
any newspaper In northern
In this city.
exists
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M. M,
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CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE

TELEPHONES

fullness

fi

.....

Office

Chicago, Oct. 23. Renewal of de
Main 2
mand
from Europe rallied the wheat
Main I

Nsws Department
OCTOBER

FRIDAY,

1914,

23,

market today after an early setback,
due largely to speculative selling pres
sure. Atfer opening V. cent off to !
cent up, and suffering a materia!
all around, the market rose to
well above last night's level. Closing
prices were steady at an advance of
l'i to 2V4 net.Unsettled weather had a bullsh ft
which
The opening,
feci on corn.
cent higher,
was unchanged to
was followed by a decided upturn
to
The close was nervous
above last night.
Oats swayed with wheat. ( "
Provisions were steadied ' by the
firmness of the hog market. '' The
:'
closing quotations were;
Deo.
Wheat,
1.17; May 3.22.
Corn, Dec. 70; May 72.
Oats, Dec. 50; May 53.
Pork, Jan. $19.05; May $19.35.
Ribs. Oct. $10.90; Jan. $9.87.
de-c'i-

CHASING

POACHERS

Santa Fe, Oct. 23. Deputy Game
Vi.rden E. A. Brauch of Silver City
1 iu. started in pursuit of the hunting
I '.rty of 10 Indians reported south of
Sheriff Emil James of
.Magdalena.
Krcorro, has also started a posse In
pursuit and Game Warden T. C. de
expects to hear of the capture
of the illicit nlmrods by tomorrow.
JU-c-

SWEDISH SHIP SUNK

Oct .23. The Swedish
Alice, homeward bound from
has been blown up by a mine
in the North Sea. She sank in three
The members of her crew
minutes.
Loudon,

steamer

v'rre saved.

.
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SUPPLIED

FOR WINTER?

THE PLACE,
THE KIND
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IS FOUND AT THE GOLDEN RULE
STORE
Men's Overcoats, $9.90, $10.90,
!

Ml
i

lUiittnoie'ftcwYofli
--

We

-J

$12.50.

Youth's Overcoats $3.98, $4.98 and $5.90
Hoys' Overcoats $2.98, $3.98 and $4.98.
Ladies' Coats' $3.98 to $16.(50.
Misses Coats $2.25 to $7t90.
Child's Coats $1.49 to $4.98.
This gives a range of prices within
rtach of all purses and these are made
of good materials, the Coats being
sold at 20 per cent to 40 per cent less
than you are usually asked for the
same qualities.

not buy cheap, thoddy materials in order to sell cheaply but
it is our purpose to give you good values at lower prices.
do

SEE THE COATS AT
LAS VEGAS' BUSIEST STORE

Th8
Plaza

fl'ffl
Las

"

?Tiz.rK'Mcnuai(Ln
'

PROCLAMATION

The board of county commissioners of the county of San Miguel, in
of
pursuance of the requirements
Section One, Chapter 105 of the Laws
of 1909 hereby give notice and makes
public proclamation that a General
Election will be held in the said County of San Miguel and State of New
Mexico, on Tuesday, the 3rd day of
November, A. D. 1914; that the object
of said election is the selection by
the people of
One Representative of the State of
New Mexico in the Congress or the
United States.
One member of the State Corporation
Three members of the State House of
Representatives to be elected from
Faid county for the Second State
. Legislature.
One member of the State House of
Representatives to be elected from
said count jointly with the County
of Guadalupe.
and to' vote for or against the adop
tion of three amendments to the State
Constitution, which have been by the
legislature submitted to the people,
each amendment to be voted upon se- prately, said amendments being

oints

Til tf.2
WW

Vega'

New
Mexico

'

Second: Can I get it when 1 want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
f.
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.
$125,000.00

THE MAN TO VOTE FOR

State Constitution.
8 of the State Con
stitution.
To amend Sec. 1 of Article 5 of the
- State
Constitution.
the said proposed amendments hav- "
ing been- by the" secretary of state
caused to be published In full In news
papers throughout the state pa re
quired by the said constitution.
Notice is further given that the
names of the candidate for each of
said offices and their postoffice addresses respectively, are as follows:
For Representative In Congress
Republican Candidate, Benigno C.
Hernandez, Tierra Amarilla, New Mex-

x
t

i
1

1

,

De-Ro- y

;

So)

colote Pablo Herrera, Desiderio
Martinez, Francisco Encinias y Castro.
Precinct No. 5, L;is Vegas, North,
School House.
fose P. Mare,
Precinct No. 4G, Emplazado School postoffice, Las Vesta
Martinez.
Nicanor
P:.blo
Ortiz,
House.
Precinct No. 6, Las Vegas, Central,
Precinct No. 4?, Hot. Spring- spostoffice, Las Vegas Felipe' Baca y
School House.
House
Gnrcia, Cleofes Armi.jo, Oerardo FloTrementlna
No.
48,
Precinct
res.
of Hllario Gonzales.
Precinct No. 7, San .Antonio, postofPrecinct No. 49, Agua Zarca
fice, Pecos Dionicio Sandoval, BoniSchool House.
Precinct No. 50, Guadalupe House facio Sandoval, Cresencio Roybal.
Precinct No. 8, Las Vegas, Up,jrr,
of Tiburclo Ulibarrl.
Precinct No. 51, San Ignacio House postoffice Las Vegas Monico Tafoya,
iBcnifclo Baca, Sanguil Ruiz.
of Pablo Fresquez.
Precinct No. 9, Pecos, postofficf?,
Precinct No. 52, Las Colonlas
Pr'c-oPedro Ribera, Jose Barela, AlHouse of Nasarlo Valencia.
Precinct No.f 53, Encinosa School ejandro Vigil.
Precinct No. 10, Chaperito, postofHouse.
School
fice,
Chaperito Fraucisco ArellaneS,
Precinct No. 54, Hillside
pvlino Dnrnn Ramon Lucero.
House.
Done at Las Vegas, San Miguel j Precinct No. 11, San Geronimo,
Mineral Hill Francisco Garcia,
County, New Mexico, this 22nd., day
of October, A. D. 1914, by the board Ri.maldo Gomez. Santos Gonzales.
Precinct No. 12, Rowe, postotneo,
Commissioners of the
of County
Cristobal
Connty of San Miguel In open session. r owe Manuel Archuleta,
Cosroe
COMMIS
Esquibel.
Padilla,
THE BOARD OF COUNTY
Piecinct No. 13, Roclada, postoffice,
Or
SIONERS OF THE COUNTY
Rociada Donaciano Bustos, Jose Ma- SAN MIGUEL,
estas, Abel Martinez.
By FIDEL. ORTIZ,
Precinct No. 14, Sapello, postoffice,
Chairman.
Attest:
LORENZO DBLGADO, Clerk.
Sapello Francisco Flores, Francisco
Recommendation in writing having S. Montoya, Serafin Archibeque.
Precinct. No. 15. Las Manueljtas,
been submitted to the board by the
Sapello Benigno Sandoval,
postoffice,
Republican Central Committee of San
Geraldo Trujlllo.
Modesto
Padilla,
also
and
New
Mexico,
Miguel county,
No.
Union, postoffice,
16,
Precinct
by the Democratic, Central Committee of,, said county, and the same be- Cbapelle Manuel Ortiz, Jose Leon
Gonzales, Santiago Trujillo.
ing filed in the office of the clerk,,
Precinct No. 17, San Patricio,
due consideration thereof,,,
Las Vegas lEduaro Lucero, Ca-Be it resolved and ordered by the
tailno
Martinez, N. S. Belden.
Board of County Commissioners, of
No. 18, Mishawaka, post- Frecinct
cf
State
the County of San Miguel,
C. D. Black David
Mishawaka
New Mexico, that the following nam- office,
Hartman.
John
Newcomer,
ed persons be, and they are, hereby,
Precinct No. 19, McKinley, postof
appointed Judges of Election In and
fice,
Chaperito Higlnlo Lucero. Fee,
for the several precincts of said counIsabel Garcia,
min
Baca,
beset
here
as
forth
ty, respectively,
Precinct No. 20, San Juan, postoflow, for the general election to be
held within and for said County cf fice, "San Jose Elias Lucero, Lucas
San Miguel, and state aforesaid, on iMaes, Luis Uiron.
Precinct No. 21, Casa Colorada,
the first Tuesday after the first Mon-iC. Ortiz,
the" month of November, the same postoffice, Leyba Francisco
1
Mariano
Isabel
Salazar,
Leyba,
being November 3rd, A, D, 1014, to- No. 22, Sabinoso, postoffice,
Precinct
"... '..r"",'.....,'.'"'
wUC ..
Trecinct No. 1, San Miguel, postof- Sanchez Alejandro Rodarte, Jose Igfice Ribera David rrioste, Trinidad nacio Lujan, Juan Lorenzo Torres.
Precinct No. 23, San Jose, postoffice,
Garcia, Andres Gonzales. .: - ;
San
Jose Guadalupe Segura, Miguel
,
posiof-ficePrecinct No. 2, La, Cuesta,
Villanueva Secundino PadHia, A. Duran, Cleofes Segura.
Precinct No. 24, La Liendre, post- Leonardo Lucero, Francisco Flores.
Precinct No. 3, Las Vegas, South, office, La Liendre Jose L. Ramirez,
Ricardo Urioste.
pcEtoffice, Las Vegas Juan Mares y Lorenzo Tapia,
Pena Blanca, post- No.
25,
Precinct
GalLucas
OHiz, Nicolas Kavanaugh,

Precinct

No.

IS.

Misawaka--

School

up-c-

post-offic- e,

""

4,

on Page Five)
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Tecolote, postoffice,
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winter, underwear For
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$1,25 ,
TABLE LINEN
72 Inch
Best Satin Damask

Precinct No. 10, Chaperito House
of Francisco Arellanes.
Precinct No. 11, San Geronimo

Tlou.se.

T(

"Quite the best values in town" have been specialed as leaders for Sat"
urday niht and. Monday. Each Bargain is an expression of real worth and
hi best taste.
Bacharach's Bargain Daystilways
'''
are more than: pleased; with their purchases.?

redro Ribera.

School House.

New Mexico

.

.

P'inppn'h

Li

to-wi- t:

Casa Sociedad Llterarla.
Precinct No. 12, Rowe House of
Manuel Archuleta,
Precinct No. 13, Roclada House of
Pedro A. Bustos.
Precinct No, 14, Sapello House of
Francisco Flores.
Precinct No. 15, Las Manuelltas
House of Benigno Sandoval.
Precinct. No. 16, Union House of
Guadalupe Ortla.
Precinct No. 17, San Patricio

Vegas,

post-fo.ff.e-

"11

-

las

Precinct No. 44, Ojitos Frioa
House of Nestor Montano.
Precinct No. 45,
Cherryvale

Progressive Candidate, Francis C.
Wilson, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Socialist Candidate, William P. Met
calf, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
FRED O. BLOOD, CANDIDATE FOR LEGISLTURE
For Corporation Commissioner:
Wil
H.
Republican Candidate, Hugh
Precinct No. 19, McKinley School of Nestor Griego.
liams, Demlng, New Mexico.
House.
Precinct No. 32, El Pueblo House
Adolfo
P.
Democratic Candidate,
Placido Ribera.
House
of
Mexico.
No.
San
Juan
Precinct
New
20,
Santa
Hill,
Fe,
Frecinct No. 33, Ixs Vigiles
Progressive Candidate, John M. Mc- - of Elias Lucero. M;
School House.
Teer, Doming, New Mexico.
Precinct No. 21, Casa Colorada
Welch House of Emiterio Leyba. "
Socialist Candidate,
Precinct No. 34, San Isidro House
Norton, New Mexico.
Precinct No. 22, SabinoHo House of of Tomas Gonzales.
For Members of the State Legislature Alejandro Rodarte.
Precinct No. 35, I.as Gallinas
Republican Candidates, Secundino
Precinct No. 23, San Jose House School House.
Romero, Las Vegas, N. M.; Apolonlo of
Frecinct No. 36, Penasco Blanco
Guadalupe Segura.
A. Sena, Park Springs, New Mexico;
Precinct No. 24, La Liendre House House of Nazario Quintana.
Fred O. Blood, East Las Vegas, New of Jose L. Ramirez.
Precinct No. 37, El Cerrito House
Mexico.
Precinct No. 25, Pena Blanca
of Epitacio Quintana.
Joint Member of the State LegisHouse of Balerio Ramirez.
Precinct No. 38, Los Torres House
lature from the counties of San Miguel
Precinct No. 26, Los Alamos
of Jose Gabriel Montano.
and Guadalupe:
School House.
Precinct No. 39, Tecololito House
Republican Candidate, Crescenciano
Precinct No. 27,; San Pablo House of Sipio Salas.
Callegos, Santa Rosa, New Mexico.
of Jose Darlo Atencio.
Precinct No. 40, Bornal House of
Democratic Candidate 01. O. KI- Precinct No. 2S, Chavez House of liasllio Griego.
lcdge, East Las Vegas, New Mexico;
George Chavez.
Precinct No. 41, Canon Largo
Domingo E. Baca, Las Vegas, New
Precinct No. 29.Ea?t Las Ve?as
School House.
Sanchez,
Mexico; Cipriano Lujan,
City Hall.
Precinct No. 42, Romerovllle
,
:ew Mexico.
Precinct No. 30, Canon de Manueli-ta- s House of Jose Ignacio Montoya.
Joint Member: Democratic Candi
House of Froilan Alires.
Precinct No. 43, San Agustin
legos.
date, Juan J. Clancey, Puerto de Luna,
Precinct No. 31, Puertectt- o- House House of Lorenzo, Garcia.
Precinct No.
New Mexico.
Socialist Candidates, O. W. White,
East Las Vegas, New Mexico; Max
Valdez, East Las Vegas, New Mexico;
Christian Peterson, East La Vegas,
'

Jeweler and Optician

.

-.-

Candidate, Harvey 3.
Albuquerque, New Mex

New Mexico.
Joint Member:1 : Socialist Candidate,
Jno. W. Hansen,
Las Vegas, New
Mexico.
Polling Places
The places where said election is to
be held in the several precincts cf
said county of San Miguel are hereby
derignated as follows,
Precinct No. 1, San Miguel House
of David TJrtoste,
Precinct No. 2, La Cuesta House of
Porflrio Gallegos.
;
Precinct No. 3. Las Vegas, South
House of Antonio Fulgenzl.'
.;'i J
'
e
i Precinct
Casa
4,
Tecolote
No.
Sociedad.
;
j
Precinct No. 5, LasVegas, fdorth- fi
House of Jose L. Galfndre.
Precinct No; 6, Lag .Vegas, Central
'
Houise of ffauntta Ribera.
Precinct No. 7, San Antonio House
of Felix Sandobal.
Precinct No. 8, Upper Las Vegas-rSchool House.
of
Precinct No. 9, Pecos Hous

Robert J. Taupert

s

ico.

ico.

,

is the most complete in the state and
for prompt grinding and repairing ia
excelled by none.
Work sent us by mail is returned
by the first retu.ru post.

&

To amend Article

Fergusson,
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Trust Company;
and Surplus

eoples Bank
Capital

To amend Sec. 2 of Article 10 of the

(Democratic

OUR.

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.
First: Will my money be safe?

Commission.

r
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THE RIGHT PRICE
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Threatening storms and the raw,
chilly air make us all look into the
question of warmer clothing.
AHE YOU

OCTOBER

Calais whatweda.

WOMEN

No. 86

Per Yard

6

Suits, cotton spring

$2.75,

each

.$1.93

10 yards of
Unbleached Domestic
for 69c

for

,

25o

25

.

A

$5

l

for
few of

::v;::zicrs

r.'-r'T-!

-- e

--

r-

-

4 Off

at

Store or

"Ths

and

13.

35q

:

IQo

JT

Sweaters left.
your choice

&

Children's Black Hose
all sizes per pair

.

Ml

COLLARS

iieedle ribbed, $1,50 value, etch. $1.10

Suits, Harvard Knit, worth

No. 970 all wool Union

ARROW

Men's Linen Collars

Regina all wool two piece SuHs worth $1.25 per garment, .. ,95c

2-- 5

No. 9464u Union
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PERSONALS

TAE3

SANITARY

Ihe Home of "Velvet Edge" Collars

R. S. Hickey of New Haveu is registered at one of the city'B hotels.

District Attorney Charles W.. G.
Ward left Las Vegas today for Optimo
where he will speak this evening in
behalf o B. C, Hernandez. From Optimo he will go to NoJan to address a
BUYS ANY'
nTeeting- - tomorrow evening.
F. L. Jones and J. C. Julian, firemen on the railroad, who have been
in Wellington, Kan., for a month or
more, have returned to La's Vegas and
v, ill resume their old duties on the
road.
and Miss
Miss Susie Whltaker
Pearl Hutchinson have taken rooms
TAN
at La Casa de Ramona the girls'
Normal University,
of the
where they will live for the balance
In the House
of the school term.
Misses Ruth and Olive Anderson,
n
daughters of the Rev. E. C. Anderson,
H
who has been called to fill the pulpit j
Qntimrlnir
of the Methodist church, at Roswe'j,
will remain in Las Vegas after the
family has moved to its new home in
1
order to go on with their studies c.t
Co.
Cla(iiiii
Normal.
the
Major Ludwlg W. Ilfeld, a mighty
hunter, plans to fare .forth tomorrow
in quest of deer. He has heard of a
herd of 14 seen daily in a secret
neighborhood. Today he spent in oilSOLE AGENT.
ing his guns and his hoots, ami In
ffw
a
friends
promising his chosen
flank steaks of. venison upqn his re
;:
turn Sunday night.
Ted Drake and E. A, Allep, connect
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Bird and son of
ed with the Santa Barbara Tie and
Denver are stopping at one of the
in
Las
arrived
Pole company,
Vegas
local hotels.
today from Mora, for a short business
visit.
Old Taylor WhisKey and Sherwood
E. A. Nutz of Albuquerque is in the
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
Rye
city for a. brief tay.
T. J. Anderson, T. J. Anderson, Jr.,
At its regular meeting last night the
and K. Er. Swearinger of Tulsa, Okla.,
Las Vegas council of the Knights of
recent
arrivals.
more
are among the
Columbus decided to invite State
W. G. Haydon, who has been spendGrand Knight Francis E. Wood
Deputy
ing a couple of months at Excelsior of
to come here for the
Albuquerque
Springs, Mo., getting a much needed annual installation of officers of the
rest, returned to Las Vegas today on council, which will occur on the eventrain No. 1.
ing of November 12. In case Mr. Wood
Mrs. Roman Gallegosl left Las Vegas
is unable to come he will deputize one
last night for Ribera to attend the
of
the past grand knights of one of
whose
bedside of her mother-in-law- ,
the New Mexico councils to act. in his
serious illness is reported.
stead-The installation will be folMrs. Martin Delgado left today for
lowed by a social session for the
Decatur, N.. M., where relatives are
knights and their families and friends.
reported to seriously sick.
A. W. Patterson, formerly proprietor
DIAZ STILL LIVES
of the Las Vegas Transfer compapy,
'
and two ' little daughters, left Las
Biarritz, France, Oct. 23 (via Paris).
Vegas last night for Coshocton, O., There is no troth in the report of the
'
death of Porfirio Diaz, former presiwhere they will reside.
Mr. and Mrs. Ricardo Romero, whose dent of Mexico. Senor Diaz has been
wedding took place yesterday at the suffering from a slight gastric trouble,
he has driven out daily for sevChurch of Our Lady of Sorrows, left
for Denver today on their honeymoon ers! days past and this morning he
took a walk on the beach. ' trip.
i

,

,

.

Baer & BvajriS,

Proprietors
1201 nations! Ave,

I

BOP

SUGAR COMES

FRO!! TIPTOP PHICES

Vegetables continue about as plenlast week. Leaf and head
cauliflower, soup bunches, parMtWS THAT GERMANY WILL SHIP snips, carrots, beets, turnips, sweet
FOR
RESPONSIBLE
potatoes, Hubbard squash, pumpkins,
. IS
onions, cabbage, celery and Colorado
THE DROP
potatoes all are plentiful, and have not
much change in price.
One local result of the expressed undergone
suintention of Germany to allow her
gar crop to be exported is that suar WILL TALK ABBOT THE
dropped 50 cents a hundred during
the last week. It is thought that it
wi;l continue a downward movement
CITY'S DEVELOPMENT
until it reaches a basis that would be
counted normal in time of peace.
Pork, too, is easing off, and is ex- MEETING AT THE COMMERCIAL
pected to drop three or four cents
CLUB WILL BE FOR THE
more next week. All staples graduBUSINESS MEN
ally are reassuxning a more rational
price.
There is a great profusion of naFor the purpose or discussing mattive fancy honey in the local market, ters of importance rn the welfare and
ar.-.the wise ones say that there is development of Las Vegas, the memno better product of the busy little bers of the Commercial club will gathbees to be had from any source. New er in the organization's quarters on
Mexico rapidly is becoming known an evening early in November, when a
throughout- - the market places of the Dutch lunch and informal smoker
country for its honey. Carload after will occur. The attendance of the
c&rload is being shipped out of the business men of. the community is esslate clear to the Atlantic seahard pecially desired, as the club's efforts
distributing points, and is bringing to increase home patronage for home
the top prices.
industries will be discussed in detail
Butter and eggs are beginning to and plans will be made for their sucfeel the approach of winter. Cream- cessful consummation." The date will
ery butter, though only 35 cents a be announced within a few days, eo
pound as yet,' is expected to rise to- that everybody interested may make
wards the clouds shortly, and eggs arrangements to attend the meeting.
already are in an ascending attitude.
Kansas eggs are 30 cents a dozen, and
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
the local fresh eggs are 35 cents a
Kansas City, Oct. 23. Hogs, redozen. The cold weather will cause
Market strong. Bulk
rapid advances in all dairy and farm ceipts 6,000.
'
heavy
7.257.50; pigs
$7.157.45r'
products.
f O"--Among the fruits, there is not much $6.507.
Cattle, recetpta 1,500. Kfsrrkfit Steady.
change today from last week. Peara.
apples, grapes, Florida grape fruit and Prime fed steers $9.5010.75; westcranberries are all plentiful, though ern steers $G.508.75; calves $6
in the case of pears, and grapes the 19.25.
Sheep, receipts 1,000. Market steasupply is beginning to dwindle. Strawyearlings
berries continue to come in in great dy. Lambs i$6.757.50;
profusion from California, and Valen $5.256.25.
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VERY AMERICAN would
sacriilce his fortune and his

life to perpetuate the free
dom guaranteed by the Constitution of the United States. Americans
holding such ideals have built the
name and established the fame of

BUDWEISER. For 57 years its
quality, purity, mildness and ex
elusive Saa?er Hop rlavor have

stood above all other bottled beers
as!the. Statue of Liberty tosrs i u
above the sky line of Newibrk
harbor. Its sales exceed any other
beer bv millions of bottles.
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INTEREST PAID

Y

(Continued from Page Four)

clearing this morning, by noon tlvj
heavens had become completely over
cast and showers started in long before 1 o'clock. The temperature haa
continued tq fall all day, and the wisa
ones insist that snow is not far oft

ilELLOGQ-iM- m

cflice Kociada Benerito Duran, Ba- lerio Ramirez, Canuto Martinez.
Precinct No. 26, xs Alamos, post- office Los Alamos Cruz Galiegos,
Josti N. Galiegos, Juan Maria Abey- tia.

"

ON DEPOSITS

PROCLAMATION

ELECTION

SINGERS
Not to Highbrow

Far From Mediocre

YOURi:
SUIT

(

Preoinqt No. 27, San Pablo,
fice, Mineral Hill Juan Antonio Aten-cio- ,
Lucas Sanchez, Reyes Aragon.
Precinct No. 28, Chavez, postoffice,
Garcia y Montoya,
Buxton Simon
Bernardo
Grlego.
Chavez,
Ccrge
; Precinct No. 29, E. Las Vegas, postoffice, E. Las Vegas Chas. Greenclay,
Juan Ortega, Charles Douglas.
Precinct No. 30, Canon de- Manueli- poBtof- -

tas, postoffice, Rociada Frailan
res, Francisco Aragon Jose L. Bena-videz.
Precinct No. 31, Puertecito, postof- Vicente
fipp. Sena Endaleclo Sena.
Martinez, Manuel Manzanares.
Precinct No. 32, El Pueblo, postoffice, Ribera Ramon Ulibarrl, Matias
Ritera, Tomas Ortiz.
Precinct No. 33, Los Vlglles, postoffice, Las Vegas Jose E. Garcia, Jose
Crespin, Foiipe Fresciniez.
Precinct No. 34, San Isidro, postoffice, San Jose Manuel D. Benavldez,
Apoilnar Ruiz, Jose Inez Garcia.
Precfnct No. 35, Las Gallinas,
Porvenfr Unan Blea, Sr., Guadalupe Aranda, Elias Naranjo.
Frectet No. 35, Penasco Blanco,
pcEtoffice, Rociada Nazario Quintana,
Manuel D. Montoya, Faustin Silva.
Precinct No. 37, El Cerrito, postoffice, Cerrito Epitaclo Quintana,
Madril, Jose Inocencio Ulibarri.
Precinct No. 38, Los Torres, postoffice, Caperito Jose Gabriel Montano,
Pedro M. A. Rael, Pedro Montano.
Precinct No. 39, Tecolotito, postof-fi(0- ,
Anton Chico Sipio Salas, Fran?
Sals, Anastacio Rael.
Precinct No. 40, Bernal, postoffice,
Gregorio
Chapelle Clodio Ortega,
Sandoval, Antonio Marquez.
Precinct No. 41, Canon Largo,
Sanchez Vivian Baca, Floren-ci- c
Esquibel, Raymundo. Martinez.
Precinct No. 42, Romeroville,
Las Vegas Jose Ignacio Mon
C. Montoya, Juan J. MaJuan
toya,
drid.
Precinct No. 43, San Aguetin, postof
fice, La Liendre Lorenzo Garcia,
Jesus Ma. Gonzales, Juan Quintana.
Precinct No. 44, Ojitos Frios, post- ofice, Las Vegas Nestor Montano,
Bonifacio Lucero, Felix Sanchez.
Precinct No. 43, Cherryvale, post- O. Morrison,
office, Cherryvale H.
Eugenio Baca John Mathews.
Precinct No. 46, Emplazado, post- office, Los Alamos Jose M. Aragon,
Agaplto- - Trujillo, Jose Manuel Tra-jill-

They render the
best there is in Music
and it goes TO you-not

OVER you
Duncan Opera House

Wednesday Oct. 28

Ai- -

post-offic- e,

t:VO

Precinct No.

.1

--

3"!

For Fall and Winter thou'd

51,

post-offic- e,

Sapello

y

County, New Mexico, this 22nd, day of
October, A. D. 1914, by the Board of
County Conjimiasioners of tie County
of San Miguel In open session.
THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMIS
SIONERS OF THE COUNTY OF
SAN MIGUEL,
By FIDEL ORTIZ,

We have a complete line of
eign and domestic eultlngs,

1

I

.r

com-prisin- g

at right prices.
Pressing, cleaning and repairing!

Attest:

Chairman.
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.

receive special care.

The weather report, as given out
for yesterday bp the volunteer observation station at the New Mexico
Normal University was: Maximum,
56; minimum, 32. This is a drop of
20 degrees in two days in the maxt- muin. Although, there was promise of

riK
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TAILOB

OFFICEK8 AND DIRECTORS
H, W. Kelly, President
Jacob Gross, Vioe-Pres- t.
Clarence Wen, Secy. & Treas.
Donald Steward,
C. C. Bobbins,

Kast Las Veiras. N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M,
Peeos, N. M.
Trinidad. Colo.
Kowe, N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M.

GROSS KELLY & CO.
IN CORPORA IXO

;

W holes a.le Grocers

WOOL, HIDES (SL PELTS, LUMBER.
BAIN WAGONS
NAVAJO CLANIiZTS
EAGLE HAY PH.
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Mf-din-
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for-

all the latest weave, and

porI-offic-
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-
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J;l:n TaMm.

fe

ordered now,

V-

San Ignacio,
Pablo Fresquez, Cruz
licybal, Desiderio Solano.
Precinct No. 52, IjOS Colonias,
San Jose Cleofes Gallegot",
Gr.ndalupe Royibal, Epifanio Qulntann-Precioc- t
No. 53, Bncinoao, postoffice,
OiiM-leJulian Salazar, Julian Ln
Ricardo
Precinct No. 55, niHsM, poslnfficf
E. T.;r. VernfsIT. A. Schmidt, W. F

East Las Vegas, N. RL

HtlttU

BANK

..President

Precinct No. 47, Hot Springs, post- Lorenzo Leal, Fe
office, Las Vega
Timoteo
Lobato,
Fresquez.
lipe
Precinct No. 48, Trementina, post- office, Trementina Melesio Sanchez,
Barreras.
Pedro Roibal,
Precinct No. 49, Agua Zarca, post- office, Las Vegas Martin Marque?.
Antonio Hidalgo, Alcario Salas.
Precinct No. 50, Guadalupe, postoffice, Casa Grande Amliroslo Candela- ro, Domingo Cordova, Manuel Naran-jo- .

ANHEUSER-BUSC-H

tfi

03O,GD3.GO

WM. G. HAYDON
H. W. KELLY

'

S

-

THE SAN M'GUEL NATIONAL

,

-

BOTUEO ONLY AT THE HOME PLANT

H Vi

WITH

OFFICE

-

post-offic-

1

met

Hoskins, Cashier.

post-effic- e,

,

:

D. T.

cis-c-
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CAPITAL GTGSK

let-ti;c- e,
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11

-

-
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LAS VEGAgjSAVlNGS BAM1

cia oranges are received in great
numbers from Florida and the Pacific
coast. The prices of all fruits remain
about the same as last week.
tiful as

(1

;

f

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Of All Human Blessings

I

$50,000.00

.J. M. Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

GET OUR PRICES ON WET WASHING

SHOE

Bon Lovjis

$100,000.00

St.

And our wagon will stop for your laundry.

$5.00 OR 56.00

Palace

SURPLUS

CALL MAIN 267

FLOERSHEIM

Dnlir

CAPITAL PAID IN

t

Til

tl
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J5he

says sin is

75he

JUST LIKE A FIBE
IT IS LATENT IN EVERYONE AND
EASILY CAN BE FANNED
INTO A FLAME

Evangelist Crimm last night tools
for his text "Wickedness or Sin Burnetii as the Fire." He said, in part:
"Did you ever make a scientific
study of fire? For a while let us study

BESTAU8ANT AND CAR

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER!
SHS BIST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

OPTIC

mm

LOBBY

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

:

CHAPMAN

COLUM

"

ADELAIDE

B.

LEWIS

Osteopathic Physician
Regular
, Office Crockett Building
munication first and
in Office Hous 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
third Thursday
Residence Phone Main 384
bch month. Waiting
biothers cordially, in
Efts MONUMENT CO
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. 8. Van JONES-BOAlbuquerque, N. M.
Petten. Secretary,
215 E. Central
S3 Years Practical Experience.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDER Y, NO. 2,
W. W. BOWmR.
E. A. JONBS
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Tuea-Vti
second
conclave
GEO. H. HUNKER
dey In each mcnth at Ma
Attorney-at-LaM.
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
Las
East
Vegas, New Mexico.
Recorder.
Smith, B. C.;. Chas. Tamme,
com-

A. M.

fire and run the analogy between fire
and sin. When you light a match to
oil, or gas, or wood, you only bring
the, prope r pressure to bear and cause
the flamo. You bring out the latent
heat that has been stored away for
centuries. Scientists tell U3 that if
the proper pressure were brought to
bear that there is enough latent heat
iri that pew you are sitting on to send
it up in smoke and steam and down In
ashes.
"As there is latent heat in every
thing, so there is latent sin in every
human soul. You are born in sin
David said: 'I was born in sin and
in iniquity did my mother conceive
me.' I wag born iust like David, and
so were you.
"Men, we are sinnt rs by nature, and
how we must fight tnat latent sin to
live for God."
Crimm shouted to the mothers:
"Mother, you should guard that boy
and teach him the ways of God, That
boy is born with a disposition to drink,
to gamble, to go in sin, and how you
should strive to throw the right in
fluence around him, and cultivate in
him a respect for good. Some of ytm
men did not have tnat religious in
stinct cultivated in childhood and now
you are deep in sin.
"There is another analogy between
fire and sin. Fire is attractive. What
makes you run your head off to go to
the fire? You are not worth a thing
after you get there. You go because
you cannot help it. There is some
thing attractive there. As fire is attractive, so is sin. Oh, how attractive
it is to walk in the saloon where bright
lights shine, and where the flashing
mirrors reflect, and there drink the
red liquor.- - Men, that stuff will ruin
you. In God's name quit Why do
men gamble? Because there is an
attraction about it. There is a draw
ing power about the dance hall. Tell
me it is not inviting to get on a
smooth floor and go round and round
to the strains of pretty music. I don't
deny that that is attractive.
"There is another thing about fire.
It is doEtmotive.
Fire Will destroy
the mansion the same as the cottage.
As fire destroys, sin destroys. Sin
will undermine y.gur will power and
make out of you a veritable devil,
Some of you began by just tampering
with sin, and now you are so far gone
it will be hard for you to turn and
tread the path to glory. Sin will send
you to the jail, to the gallows and at
last to hell. Hear me tonight, sin is
a mighty monster. It is destroying
5'our hom e and damning your soul.
Men, why don't you quit s'ra? I send
a message to hell and ask, 'Hell, where
do you get your population?' The an
swer comes back, 'From the homes
where God is rejected, and where sin
abounds.'
"Fire can be put out. So can, s5n.
Come with me to Calvary and let the
blood as it flows blot out your sins
and make you whiter than snow. Do
you want sin out of your life? If so
hold up your hand and we will pray
for .you."
,

DR.

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A

Reg-,3jul-

OH. P. t. HUXMANN
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
Dentiat
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo-r,-;w- ,
of
work
Dental
TISEMENTS
iny description at
cation first Monday In each
moderate
IrtCSiS month at Masonic, xemp-i- Room 1, Center Block.prices
Office Phoae
Flv cents per line each Inaertlon.
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brinegar,
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411. ,
Eetlmate six ordinary words to line.
No ad to occupy lea apace than two
.7 tary.
linea
All advertlsementa
charged
LOCAL TIME CMO
will be booked at apace actually set I. O. O.
F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
without regard to number ef word a.
4. Meeta every Monday
erening at
Cash In advlnce preferred.
their hall on Sixth afreet All TlaitiDg
Eat Bound

optics nuke ss,

RATES

TOR

mxm

CLASSIFIED

&'

ADVER-

i

RANTED A barber.
Bridge street.

brethren cordially lnvltei. to attend.
Arrive
J. Friedenatlne, N. O.; A. T. Rogers, No. I . 7:20 p. m
V. O.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl No.
.11:54 p. m
Wertz, Treasurer; C, V. Hedgcock, No. I.... 2:25 a. m
Cemetery Trustee.
1:25 p. m
No. II.

C. A. Montoya,
,

Weat

p, o. ELKS Meeta second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each No.
month Elks" home on NinCi atreet No.
and Douglas avenue. VlBiting brothers NO.
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Spring- No.
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
B.

A reliable woman for general housework. 710 Grand, avenue,

WANTED

Reliable woman for general housework. 725 Sixth street

WANTED

WANTED Boarders and roomers by
month, week or day at 718 Lincoln.
Good home cooking.

11:61 p,
1:31 a,

!:

9,

Bound

Arrive

I...
I...
7,.,

I...

1:10 p.
1:35 a.
4:20 9.
4:36 p.

m.... 1: f.
m.... l:4t a.
m.... 4:M i.
m.... 7:l a.

For Rent

Pi
Sfc

ar

effect and more reliable. . Besides
thev tmnrnve the aDnetlte. cleanse
and invigorate the stomach, correct
disorders of the liver and leave tne
bowels in a natural and healthy condition while the use of Dills, owing
to their drastic effect, is often follow
For sale Dy an
ed by constipation."
dealers. Adv.

mm

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Lcve at O. R. C. hall, 'on the second

and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
8 p. m.
J. S. Nelson, Consul; G.
FOR RENT Furnished
rooms for
Laemmle,
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lolight housekeeping. 921 Lincoln
cal Deputy. Visiting members are esavenue.
pecially welcome and cordially Invited.
You will like their positive action,
They have a tonic effect on the bow- FRATERNAL
NO
BROTHERHOOD
els, and give a wholesome, thorough
102 Meets every Monday night li
cleaning to the entire bowel tract. O. R. C.
hall, on Douglas avenue at
Stir the liver to healthy activity and 8
o'clock. Visiting members are cor
keep stomach sweet Constipation,
dially welcome. J. T. Buhler, Presl
headache, dull, tired feeling never afMrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary;
fect those who use Foley Cathartic dent;
C. H, Baily, Treasurer.
Tablets. Only 25c O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Ad sr.

Would You Believe It?
PadtiIb often acceDt statements witli
a sort of mental reservation as much
as to say, "I am not convinced," which
lonria us to remark that there Is no
thing that will so thoroughly satisfya
you of the excellence of unamDer-lain'nniisrh Rem fid v as a cersonal
trial. Mrs. John Fishton, Peru, Ind.,
who used this remedy in her lamuy

f.

tha
It
KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, CO UN
Chamberlain's Cough Remalways
give
CIL NO. 804. Meeta second an'
BARBER SUES THE GOVERNOR
edy to my children when sick with
In O. R. C. hall coughs or colds. I like it better than
curth
Thursday
23.
Oct.
Six
thou
Butte, Mont.,
because they take it
Pioneer building.
Visiting memben any other
sand dollars is wanted from Governor
BTirl It. Is free from narcotics.
It
Derina
are
invited.
Richard
cordially
Samuel V. Stewart by a Butte barber
never failed to give immediate
has
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
who refused to cut the hair of a memrelief." For sale by all dealers. aqv.
ber of the national guard and was
sent te jail. Edward F. Swaidner, who
wields the shears and razor with more
nnst ten vears. savs

"I

Of

wili-fnirl-

RETAIL PRICES

LAUNDRY OPENED or less discrimination, was hailed into
court after refusing to trim the flow
ing locks of a soldier from the rural
BY BAE8 AND EVANS districts. He was given 60
days in
jaii, but was liberated within a few
The barber claims his feelings
MODERN MACHINERY IS INSTALL- - days.
are hurt, his profession has suffered
ED IN BUILDING AT TWELFTH '
an indignity and his business inAND NATIONAL
jured.
POSITIVELY

MASTERS

CROUP

Foley's Honey ana Tar Compound
cuts the thick choking mucus, and
clears away the phlegm, Opens up
the air passages and stops the hoarse
cough. The gasping, strangling fight
for breath, gives way to quiet breathing and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg,
Mass, Mich,, writes :"We give Foley's
Honey and Tar to our children for
croup and it always acts quickly." O,
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

formed a partnership to conduct a
laundry. The new institution is to be
known as the "Puritan Sanitary Laundry" and is located at the corner of
Twelfth street and National' avenue.
Modern machinery Is being installed
and the entire equipment is in keeping with the motive of the proprietors who have taken as their motto,
"We serve ourselves the better by
serving others best."
Mr. Baer, who is well known in Las
Vegas, has been quietly working on
the plan for the new laundry, for several weeks, but has not given the
matter much publicity, preferring to
wait the arrival of his machinery be
fore setting a date for the starting of.
the plant. Now, everything is in
HMoInoss and the wan-oalready In
on the stivois in iu dally round.

a

A Persistent Question
niiestinTi has been asked. "In
KNIGHTd AND LADIES OF SECUR- what wav are Chamberlain's Tablets
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meeta in superior "to pills?" The answer is,
ana genue in
W. O. W. halL Sixth street, on the "They are more mild

Work as seamstress or first and third Mondays of each
housework. Address 805 Seventh month at 8 p. in. Visiting Knights and
street.
Ladies always welcome O. I Freeman, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
MODERN light housekeeping rooms Montague
Assistant Deputy, 1011
with sleeping porchv 1030 Fifth Sixth street East Las Vegas, N. M.
street.
L. O. O. MOOSE Meeta second anc
PIANO for rent, 417 Eighth.
fourth
Thursday . evening eaee
month at W. O. W . hall. Vlaltlng
FOR RENT Furnished room with or brothers cordially Invited. Howard
without board; steam heat. 1022 Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
Fourth street

NEW

F. D. Baer, formerly proprietor of
Baer's Curio store, now owned by
Emile Clement, and C. E. Evans have

1

Thf

WANTED

FOR RENT OR SALE Typewriters
any make; best terms. W. E. Banks
Phone Vegas 101.

Dear
7:4t a.

or More, each dlivery
1,000 pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery.
200 pounds to 1,000 pounds, each delivery.
50 pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery..
Lesa than 50 pounds, each , delivery.

.....20c- per

2,000 pounds

AGUA PUR

n OC

100 lbs.

JAA
per iuu iua.
per 100 lbs.
1.

......30c
......40c per

100 lbs.
50c per 100 lbs.

....

COMPANY

A

Harvesters, Storera and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vega3 Famous,
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

IND

HAT

VAWTi

YCU WANT

AND

an

SELL WHAT YQO

C3NHYANT

Adv.

WILL REBUILD DAM
Santa Fe, Oct. 23. Engineer J. W.
Jclmson of the state engineer's office
loft today for Maxwell and Raton. He
will inspect plans for the rebuilding
of the dam designed for the Raton
municipal waterworks by Tliram Phil
I9.

To the Public
"I lined a bottle of Chan.lr! 'uin's
HERRING RETURNS HOMP
Cough Homody liiur winter f v a seftanla,
Oct. 2:; Artluinnl On-ora- l vi n brnnclil:il civi-ami ci.n con
Harry T. Henwi ' j. inni. ! f,,, .v antimiHly gay ihat I iifvnf took a
itipiilcinn Unit did ini ( tnin-I- mind,"
from Roswell where he ppnt
pat ,!!(. a Mr'.
v, Aliflr. v
ficlr' "
lull. For tm? by hll ihMt'm. Ally

CLASSIFIED ADS search out t ho people to whom
MIGHT BUT the particular thing is worth

THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless It were advertised here.
OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) hooks, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of sny sort, musical Instruments.
'

-

F,

t

i

!

among those who

most

WWT AHj are Sne,
FIMI),

Try

Ilea

.,:vo,

gt:T

leaullii

aJ

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY,, OCTOBER

23, 19141'

ia
51

0

a

Pay a year's subscription to the Daily Optic and
get your choice of the following; Magazines
For Twelve flonths:

e
HcCIM'S

MAGAZINE

THE WOMEN'S HOME

THE

HATIOilAL

CO,

cnnriTCi
OrUn 0

PIN
HII

By placing vour subscription at once, you can begin with the
January issue of the Magazine of your choice without being
bothered by any possible delay
CALL
BY CARRIER

AT

TIE

OFFICE

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic and one
magazine for one year

..

AND

LEE I

9

ran

BY MAIL

$7 oo
$7.50

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic and one
Hagazine for one year

$6.00

$6.50

P.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
County Commissioner John H. York,
who has been confined to his bed for
several days with a severe cold, is
back at his store again today.

Sirs. Harry J. O'isryan, who was
Miss Mamie Otero, sister of former
Governor Otero, and who lived in Las
Vegas for many years, but who has
resided for the past 15 years in Paris,
France, has returned to America, and
Is visiting her old friend, Mrs. J. van
Heuten of Raton. Itls said tr.at some
timo next month Mrs. O'Bryan will revisit her old home here.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

Carriage

out

Saturday

at

Murphey's.

Leave orders

I3J

GREENBERGER'S

morning.

Bostonlan Shoes at Taichert's.Adv.

.WW

.

SUITS OVERCOATS AND

demonstrate
some brand of coffee
We will

--

r

MACKINAWS

NEW ELECTRIC THERMAX

Percolator, the regular price

Xtmgooo Bind

of which, is

i

but during COFFEE WEEK we will sell
to the purchaser of 1 lb of Jvny brand coffee
sxtthe
speciaJ price of

MUTUAL THEATER
Brid(e St

-

TONIGHT

$4.98
Stearns' STORE

First Show Starts at
. FRIDAY
..XwQ-ree-

J

"

LOCAL

NEWS

Cutler Brothers, insurance.
west corner of Plaza. Adv.

Sample Suits and Overcoats. We
bought at. a discount and sell at a
discount. $15.00 to $23.00 values for
$8.75, $11.75, $1475 and $18.75. Taichert's Clothing Store. Correct Garments for Men. Adv.

THE CASH GROCER
SE3

m

m

A

i i' 1

ri rl r rl

1

r!

rt

r!? --1?
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NECESSITIES AT RIGHT PRICES

.".

40c
Extra fine Broom
25c
Toilet Paper, six rolls
10c
Store Pipe, each Elbows
10c
Malleable Stove Lifters, each
.
10c
Wooden Mixing Spoons, each
5c
10c
Paring Knives, good quality, each .
Can Opener, each
5e
10c
Lamp Chimneys, each.
5c
Pipe Collars, two for
,
These are Just a, few of the many values to he found in this store.
Remember our regular prices will always compare favorably with any
"Special" or "Sale" prices.
.
Co.
Out-Eas- y

Page

Furniture

Phone Vegas

Undertaking

114

511

Sixth St

FINEST EQUIPMENT

IN NEW MEXICO.

'MODERATE

PRICES

knows there is no economy in
Inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she knows the test
is the cheapest That Is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why in unmistakable terms. Order a sack to-

Byron Gardner was arrested last
night by Santa Fe Officer R. C. Bradley. He was arraigned this morning
before Police Judge D. R. Murray and
pleaded guilty to a! charge of vagrancy.
Judge Murray gave Bradley a sentence
of 30 days in jail and the privilege of
a suspended sentence provided he goes
to workv
AUTO STAGE

day.

Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

for

Pure

jhe Las Vegas Roller Mills
Ht

Co

I

ries.

Automobile stage line to Mora triweekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a.
m arriving. Mora 9:45 ft, m. Leave
Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 5 : 45 p.
m. Fare for round trip, $5; one way,
$9. Round trip tickets good for one
week. H. B Hubbard, Prop.

RECEPTION

PASTORplyN!0fvABE-WELL- ;

Rev. Royal A, Simonds, D. D., new
pastor of the First Methodist church
to succeed Rev. E. C. Anderson, who
leaves shortly for Roswell, leaves
vhat is generally considered one of
the best church institutions in the
south Trinity church of Knoxville,
Tenn. to come west on account of
throat trouble. He has led a very
active, life, having taken post graduate courses at the Union Theological
seminary and Columbia university at
New York City, professor of the New
Testament, language and literature at
the University of Chattanooga, and
for five years pastor of Trinity church
in Knoxville, besides many other activities that preceded these.
The program of the reception, which
.viil be in farewell to Mr. Anderson
and welcome to Mr. Simonds, at the
church tonight will be as follows:
SVibeit
Serenade.
Mrs. O'ilalley's Violin Club
Rev, j. h. Whlsfl r
Prayer
Seng, "Sould Auld Acquaintance be
Congregation
Forgot?"
Greeting from Ministers"
Rev. Norman Skinner
Greeting from the Chuirch
John A. Ross
Rev. E. C. Anderson
Repponse
Vrcal Solo
Mrs. F. L. Reiman
Welcome
George H. Hunker
Rev. Royal A. Simonds
Response
Crescent Queen March. . .'. J. H. Losey
Mrs. O'Malley's Violin Club
"Blest be the Tie That Binds"....
Congregation
Benediction
Rev. J. S. Moore

DEN'S MEETING AT
S

CRIMM WILL
THE GATHERING;
CUMBIE WILL SING

"The Knockout Punch," is the sub- ject which Evangelist B. B. Crimm
will talk upon at the Y. M. C. A. SunIn the
day afternoon at 3 o'clock.
baseball world it is the man who can
make the pinch hit when the bases
are full that saves the day; and it is
the same in the moral and spiritual
world the man with good intentions,
who expects to turn over a new leaf
some day, fans out in the stress of
the fight
The world has not gone back on
religion. Thousands of people are
turned away nightly at the "Billy" Sunday meetings in ivenver, and thousands have given way under the persuasiveness of his preaching.
.The meeting Sunday afternoon will
be for men only. No one under fourteen years of age will he admitted.
Soloist and Musical Director Cumbie
will be assisted by Edward Illte with
his violin.
Come, men, and let's have a good
sing, a good address, and a lot of

"Thorough and
Complete" has been one of our mottos.
In
In the present days of
connection with the undertaking business,
we are holding even more closely to that
good motto.
and into the third

"

"make-believe'-

.

BEGINSjTS
THE SCHOOL'S

DUTIES

'

PUBLICATION
PECTED TO SET NEW STANDARD IN 1915

EX- -

The Normal seniors recently or
the editorial and " business
forces for the forthcoming "Southwest
Wind," the school's annual, which
through its career has been growing
steadily more attractive as the years
have lent experience to Its produo
tion. This year It will contain articles, stories and the like from many
of the students not on the staff.
The 1915 Jbook will be even more
profusely illustrated than its predecessors, and, if it is possible, greater
care will bo used in its preparation
than it has ever had before. The members of the staff are-- :
in chief, Frances
Myers;

1

J. C. J0HNSEN & SON.
UNDERTAKERS

Phone flain 258

625 Douglas Ave.

Eor the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needv

Non-Ski-

n

ed for the auto.

NORMAL ANNUAL STAFF

OH SUP

GUARANTEED FCH ITS PEEFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

ganized

TOO BAD!

"ordouJ

of our last shipment.

!

a week of

your old

WINDOW GLASS

Everything

In

Garments.

Wm. II fold

Hardware and Furniture.

Next to EHdgs,

EARLY this time.

Clean
or Dye

Wo fumihU all sizes of window glass, price and service guaranteed.
PHONE MAIN 379

LvitUvitf

WE CAN FLEAS!: YCU

U

be

5

stove castings. We

:

j

these famous little cars to

shipped immediately.
Plan on getting your machine

i

ere prepared to furnish repairs for any stove, furnace, hot water or
steam boiler made. Prompt service.

-

store

Forty
Years

ALL W01K DONE AT

,

co.

ft.

We have ordered another car load

Currents, ReJsens. Lemon Peel,
oH-iimiP- j

For Over

NEW PASTOR BIDDEN
WELCOME

The regular fall term of the district
court will open In Mora county, at
If the weather perMora, Monday.
mits, the, court party will leavj Las
It is
Vegas Sunday by automobile.
thought that the docket will be disposed of in about a week. Prooabiy
the chief interest of the .session will
center around the case of Kidd and
Jay, who are accused of killing Paul
Tyier at Roy recently.

We are making two freight shipments

Evaporated Raspberries, Loganber-

I!

of

I

Orange Peel and Citron

i::e

FOLK TO

IVE A
RETIRING

song

Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

METHODIST

George Kane of Red River, has again
demonstrated what kind of a hunter
he is by presenting the skins of 4i!
coyotes, one wild cat and one moun
tain lion at the office of the county
clerk on which he claims bounty,
which amounts to $98. Only a short
t;me ago Kane claimed bounty on wild'
animal skins amounting to SO odd
dollars.

lLCA

early for the

ESTABLISHED 1876

af-

Ifoa Of The Best Of Everyiicg Ealile

Jvist Rleceived
ew

overcrowded condition. This
a total of 70 possible students
university who have had to be
away this term.

y.

You'll enjoy the

of Roy

in evidence.

There will be a special meeting of
E. Romero Hose and Fire company Monday eevning at the fire house
on the West side. As there is business of importance to be transacted.
a full attendance Is desired.

en-sui-

ST

Be v. Royal A. Simonds, who will
The Romero Mercantile company is
making shipments of goods to San Ra- take the pulpit of the First Methodist
mon, Honduras. Some one in Central Churchy suooooding Rev. K. C. AnderAmerica, at least, will learn that there son, who has been moved to Roswell,
Is such a place on the map as Las will arrive in Las Vegas this evening,
and will be met at the depot by the
Vegas, N. M.
male members of the official board
of the church, After dinner at the
the
Leo
Despite
rain,
Resensberg
anj Louis Trambley went Suck hunt Castaneda hotel the party will go to
In farea
ing yesterday. They reported good the church, where reception
well and welcome will be tendered to
lucky upon their return to the cltq.and
had a well filled hunting bag to show- the two ministers.

The civil service commission, is in
need of a large number of male ste
nographers, considerable of whom can
be used in the offices at Washington.
Examinations are held regularly and
all information upon the subject may
be obtained from Oscar Linburg at
the East Las Vegas postoffice.

Yho Modern Womn

Mia

1

5.

thf!

nual meeting of the stockholders of
the Romero Mining Company will be
held at the office of Wm. G. Haydon,
in East Las Vegas, N. M., November
2nd, 1914. Said meeting is called to
elect officers and directors for the
year, and for such other business
as may properly come before said
Respectfully yours,
meetings.
II, C. DE BACA,
Secretary.

ed by this old, strong and conservative Bank.

Grocer and Baker

EVANGELIST

UNDERTAKERS

UP-TO-DA-

North-

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

HIE 'DAVI&

'l'

its
makes
at the
turned
o

7.15

"The Wireless Voice"
Feature, Reliance
"Fatty Again" Keystone

California Soft Shell Walnut

it

II. YORK

came to good fellowship.
Las Vegas last night to enter three ternoon. Come
students in thr training school of the service.
Normal University, but the school was
unable to take them in on account
Mr. Abel Madrid

an-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invit-

ta

- 07.00

NgvjNo',-1;-

J.

that the

Service based on (he facilities
and experience gained during. the
past forty years is extended by the

STRAWBERRIES

omoouuT

You are hereby notified

A

GREEN TOMATOES'
QUINCES

-

J AT

the

F3

-:-

MEETING

STOCKHOLDERS

box.

NEW YORK CONCORD
GRAPES
The last of the season.

BOYS AND CHILDREN'S

EACH DAY WITH

i rSf

NICE SWEET POTATOES
5c per lb, 6 lbs. for 25c
WINTER APPLES
For winter use. $1.25 per

literary, Gladys McVay; athletics,
John Reed; dramatic, Mildred McMa-hojoke, Frej Hagelberg; manual
training, Volney Poulson; household
arts, Opal Jones; alumni, Mrs. Freda
Frank Appel; Philomathean, Miss
Tillman; Trigonian, LeRoy
Brown; dormitory, Rose Kellogg; music, Ethel Harper; art, Mrs. Elizabeth
Hart; events, Louise Jaramillo; commercial, Hazel Webb; training school,
Sylvia Pochel; business manager,
Lcrna Johnson; assistant manager,
Sylvia Vollmer.
Ka-therl-

Met

SPECIAL

(

o
0

fiTiirfioir
iMiiiiuciy

nnd
Monday

,

i

I

JL

Hzsfarday

Adv.

is Coffee

1914.

?

HARVEY'S IS OPEN

IMS

I

23,

;

Las

Y

Sksz

hwjry
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CIIAS. ILFELD GO.
Aeenis for Tim Ford

1

1

